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D 'C l0s  are  cracki  up all over • 111 " i 
' ..W'~sI:iINGTON (API -- five found earlier, as "non- Crack was found on a con. the administration, said 273peepleoocurredwhen t  pylon... Is a good design and fillers, in the making of the 
/i/~speetors found a new critical." . tinentol Airhnes jet in. Los *Wednesday he had been craft was out of service. 
crack Thursday in the pylon 
of ~ a DC-10 jumbo , j e t ,  
hrlngin8 to six" the number of 
fracturet discovered tn the 
latest inspections of that 
modal of plane. 
A U.S, Federal Aviation 
.Administration spokesman 
described the crack, like the 
"We're still saying it's not Angeles. 
a big problem," he said of Similar cracks Were found 
the latest discoveries. Ad- earlier on a united Airlines 
ministration fficials ay the plane, two belonging .to 
cracks are in non load. TranslnternationaIAirways 
hearing parts of the pylon and two other Continental 
. that.attaches the engine to jets. 
the wing. 
The spokesman said the  Langhorne Bond, head of 
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ready topermit a resump- 
ties in DC-10 flights earlier 
this week •until the new 
cracks were found. 
McDonnell Douglas Corp., 
defending the design of the 
DC-10 engine pylon, said a 
crack found on the plane that 
crashed in Chicago killing 
T E R R A C E - K I T I M A T  / 
John Brizendine, president 
of Douglas Aircraft Co., 
implied, but did not say, that 
the, 16-centimetre crack 
occurred during main- 
tenanee by  an American 
Airlines crew, 
"Tests ~have Woved that 
the DC-10's engine support 
a good structure that per- 
forms as we. originally in- 
tended" and complies with 
federal regulations, he told a 
Senate. aviation sub- 
committee.. 
But an American Airlines 
official said it was possible 
the crack resulted from the 
me of shims, or' thin metal 
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plane. 
All 138 DC-i0s in the U.S. 
domestlc a~rllnes fleet have 
been grounded since June 6. 
The grounding order came I t 
days after the crash in 
Chicago. 
Meanwhile, ad. 
ministration spokesman 
Jerry Lavey said 94 Boeing 
747s have been inspected 
since the discovery Wed- 
nesday of dracks in an 
engine mount on a Pan Am 
jet in New Yrk. No cracks 
have been found on any other 
plane, Lavey said, although 
the remainder of the U.S. 
fleet of 121 747s" is being in. 
spotted. 
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• Recover ino f rom t,heir acc ident  are ithese ponies f rom the Waoner Carnival. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. went 
before the British Columbia 
Labor Relations Board 
Thursday in a bid' to restrict 
picketing bY the Pulp, Paper 
and Woodworkers ofCanada 
(PPWC) at tts operations 
here and on Vancouver 
Island. 
A spokesman for the giant 
forest products company 
said 11,000 of 16,500 em- 
ployeeo have been forced off 
the job, mostly by strikers 
from the Harmac mill on' 
Vancouver Island. 
"We'll have to spread, a
little thin (but) we're going 
to shut down all M .and B," 
said picket captain John 
Murray. 
~le predicted that most of 
the mills where the PPWC is 
certified will he shut by the 
end of the week. 
Art Grnntman, western 
Canadian' Paperworkera 
Union vicepresident, said 
Thursday his union is 
unhappy with the PPWC for 
clceing paperworker- mills 
while most of the PPWC 
The PPWC pickets shut mills are still operating. 
down Vancouver Plywood,. However, he said 
MacBlo's particle board paperworkers will refuse to 
plant and Canadian White cross the picket lines. 
Pine operations, touching off . PPWC pickets criticized 
statements byleaders of the Syd Thompson, president of 
International Woodworkers Vancouver local 1-217 IWA, 
~.~'~cq~[x'~.A) that, !f ' andMUi~'0fbg threatening to 
~.!;dM::F~T.~ "leave, ~ th~y stol~,P~WC:~piCkets'.."by 
would be i~.m0ved. " 
The pickets,' however, 
defied the.IWA When the day 
shift arrived at Canadian 
White Pine, which remained 
down while the plywood and 
par t i c le  board plants 
whatever  means are 
neceoeary." " ' 
"It's a sad day for the 
labor movement when the 
IWA president and the head 
of the labor Council advocate 
crossing picket lines," one 
Results from the 
remaining 14 locals in thq 
province should he com. 
pleted early next week, said 
Chris Chrombie, commu- 
nications director for the 
industrial relations bureau. 
PPWC members at the 
Weyerhaenaer pulp mill in 
Kamloope have given their 
72-hour strike notice to the 
company and can strike at 
any time. 
The notice came after a 
government-supervised 
strike vote was taken June 28 
where members ejected the 
industry's first offer by 78 
per cent. 
Richard Baker, Local I0 
president, said one of the 
main issues is the omission 
Of a cost-ofllvlng allowance 
in the two-year contract. 
.... Baker said.no strike action 
Is planned at th/s time. 
Southern Interior IWA 
leaders have recommended 
acceptance of the contract 
and voting will take place 
next week. 
• resumzb operations, member said. "And saying NEAR TERR " • PhotobY. SrlanOreoo IWAworkerswereailowed they'll remove pickets by Stewar t  CONFERsltocr. the picket line at any means is advocating vio. ke  ACE '. . White Pine to get their ail- lance." Horses hurt crash nualvacationpayohequea The pickets from Harmac t rue  rs  • . CAR TER ,~  then they went home. s id Thompson and Munro 
: In  W/I TH C IT IZENS Company spokesman Tom are out of touch with IWA W ng Williams aid about 100 IWA rank and file members, o rk l  
• by Brian Gregg when he came around a Red Beauty, the chain- employees reported for work Many workers waiting 
comer and suddenly saw pion in speed trotting, 
Bob Dalgl iesh of 
• Langley says he was 
driving from Terrace to 
Prince Rupert, where the 
carnival plays next, and 
he had to brake suddenly 
~ ponies,  including const ruct ion  c rews  
the B.C. Champion i the working on the highway. 
trott ing division, were The horse trailer ap- 
in jured Thursday 23 parently went onto the 
miles west of Terrace on gravel and then back onto 
lilghway 16 during an the wet pavement where 
accident involving the it f ish-tai led unti l  it 
Wagner Carnival pony tipped over and bounced 
rides, back onto the road. The 
vehicle was travelling ~t 
• about 45 miles per h0urat  
the time of the accident, 
Dalgliesh says. 
One side of the trailer 
fell o f f  and .Montana 's  
was thrown out  of the 
trailer and landed in a 
small slough of water .  
Dr. Lotl Elorzal the 
veter inar ian who at- 
tended the accident, says 
that he considers one 
pony to have a serious 
injury to its r ight knee: 
The other five ponies are 
suffering from injuries 
and shock. 
The  accident, occured 
about 8:30 a lm.  
U.S. sees recess ion  
others sa w months ago 
WASHINGTON (API -- per cent in 1960, the ad- the outlook for inflaUon and 
The Carter administration minstratlon said. real growth," he told re- 
eoneeded Thursday that the The figures were con- porters. 
U,S, economy Is headed for a seined In a new forecast for The new forecast projects 
recession this year, the economy showing a" a decline in economic output 
something most other maJordeterioration from the of 0.5 per cent by the end of 
forecasters have been we- outlook jmt a few months this year- -as measured by 
dieting for months, ago. The Congressional the gress national Weduct-- 
In addition, inflation will 'Budget Office issued a which compares with the 
Ida 'the double-diglt evel of similar gloomy economic most recent previous 
10.e per cent his year while outlook Wednesday, forecast of 2,2 per cent 
u~employment will, rise to "We thlnk the recession growth. 
Upercantlhisyesrand6,9 that Is implied by our However, the foreeast con. 
forecast will he relatively rained some better news on Plane mild and shortllved," said the federal budget deficit. It 
Lyle Gramley, a member of said the deficit for the 
the President's Council of current 1979 fiscal year will 
l l J l . l t  .I.Iti~w~:SS~l'ttv E~onomcc Advisers. That be $29.7 billion, down from 
means the administration $33.2 bilHoo projected in 
believes itwill not he as bad March and the lowest deficit 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
U.S. President Carter 
took an unannounced trip 
away from Camp David 
on Thursday to meet with 
private citizens 
somewhere in the U.S. as 
the wrapup of his 
domestic policy meetings, 
a White House spokesman 
said. 
ABC-TV reported that 
Carter went to Wilkes. 
Barre, Pa,, but this was 
not immediately ' con. 
firmed. 
Earlier In the day the 
White Home announced 
that Carter would address 
the country at I0 p.m.. 
EDT Sunday on enel'gy 
and bther subjects which 
be feels are important. 
White Home officials 
had said Carter would be 
meeting Thursday af- 
ternoon and evening with 
his chief domestic policy 
aide, Stuart Eisenstat, o 
talk about energy and 
other domestic topics. 
Actually, Carter 
slipped away from the 
Marina-guarded retreat 
in the Catnctin mountains 
for a meeting that he had 
first, scheduled a week 
.earlier, but which had 
been kept a closely 
guarded secret, 
The White House made 
no announcement of the 
trip until a reporter asked 
White Home spokesman 
Rex Graham, "Where is 
the president?" 
Grenum responded, 
apparently reading from 
a prepared statement: 
"The president is con- 
cluding the domestic 
summit by meeting with 
private citizens away 
from Camp David. He 
will return to Camp David. 
later tonight. 
"To ensure candid and 
productive conversations, 
the president is ac- 
campsnied by a mia- 
lmum numl~r of staff 
members. There will be 
no announcement of the 
time or. place of the 
discussions," Granum 
said. 
Granum gave no other 
details except to say in 
response to questions that 
.Carter first thought of the 
announced trip last 
Thursday when outlining 
plans for his series of 
meetings with govern. 
meat officials, business, 
labor and religious lead. 
• era .  
Granum said that 
Carter had" decided on 
having his' concluding 
session away from Camp 
David because he felt the 
discussions would be 
"more productive if he 
went to them (the par- 
ticipants) rather than 
, bringing them to the 
White House or Camp 
David." 
when the PPWC pickets left 
the particle board plant 
around 8 a.m. and the 
plywood board plant went 
into operation when IWA 
workers crossed the picket 
line. 
However, Jack Munro, 
western regional IWA 
president, denied IWA 
members creased the line 
and said the employees went 
to work when ~e pickets. 
disappeared. 
MacMillan Blcedel is chal. 
Ianging provisions of the 
B.C. Labor Code which 
allows strikers to picket 
other operations of a corn- 
peny. 
So far, Harmac pickets 
have shut down MacMillan 
Bloodel's Port Alberni pulp 
and paper mill, Powzll River 
pulp and paper mill, 
Chemalnus awmill and the 
Canadian White Pine 
operation: 
Company lawyers argued 
that picketing should he 
halted at these sites because 
there is a collective 
agreement in fogce between 
the IWA and the company. 
Their argument is based 
on a continuation clause 
which took effect when the 
IWA contract expired June 
14. 
Even as MacMillan 
Bloedel moved into the legal 
arena, the PPWC was 
planning to escalate 
picketing against the 
company on the Lower 
Mainland. 
outside picket lines at the D o u g M c L e o d ,  
Vancouver Plywood plant .president of local 31of the 
cheered when •told by IWA 
plant chairman Jim White Teamsters Union, said in 
that the pickets were legal a telephone interview 
and IWA members hould• Thursday that members 
not cress them. of the local had returned 
Anot~i' IWA leader has to work after 29 truckers 
said PPWC picket lines will from the Stewart area 
not be crossed by wood- walked off the job 
workers. Monday. 
Wayne Nowlin, president McLeod said corn .':! 
• of local t-405 representing 
about 2,200 workers in the mit tments  ' by  the  
• southern Interior, said if a. provincial government to i 
picket line is illegal then improve road conditions i 
on Highway 37 between 
Stewart and the Yukon 
had been a factor in the 
decision. 
"The  department  of 
highways have promised 
to immediately do the 
road work that needs to 
be done," said McLeod. 
"The highway has never 
been proper ly main- 
tained," he stated. 
"The minor problems 
between the union and the 
company have been 
ironed out ,"  added 
legal steps must he takento 
have it removed. 
Meanwhile, paperworkers 
are voting strongly in favor 
of the new contract offer, 
according to early voting 
returns in four B.C. plants 
released Thursday by 
management sources. 
At Crofton, on Vancouver 
Island, paperworkers voted 
92 per cent in favor of the 
contract, a Pulp and Paper 
Industrial Relations Bureau 
spokesman said. 
Paperworkers also voted 
70 per cent in favor at the 
Eurucan plant in Kitimat 
and 63 per cent at the Prince McLeod. An ear l ie r  
George Pulp plant. Union . report said the truckers, 
members in Port Albernl 
also accepted the offer 
although exact results have 
not yet been released. 
Response to the contract 
has been similar-in the 
southern Interior with 
paperworkers from four 
locals accepting the pulp 
indust?y's final offer. 
employees of Arrow 
Transport Ltd., had been 
concerned about the 
safety of their vehicles. 
"Three trucks left 
Wednesday , "  sa id  
McLeod. "The rest will 
be on the road Thur- 
sday," he concluded. 
, . , , . . _  Souvenir hunters and utrage alrcran with three persons the worst in the pbst.war The deficit for 1980 is proJ. O 
aheardwasreportedmiasing puriod, when unemployment ected at $28.7 billion, and a 
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Tortes praise late party rebel , . :;: .... :: : ;  : 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Leading 19, 1978, he ind:rectly so much to contrLbutehyet" leader, said in an interview Following. the May 22 Bdl Neville, Clark's chief 
Progressive Conservatives crlUcized Clark for trying to federal election, 5when of staff, told reporters Clark • 
had a long list of cabinet .~ OTTAWA (CP) -- An applications to increase "He was one of my ~losest Clark said he ~ould appoint 
friends through the years. Quebec senators to the 
He was a man of tremendous cabinet because only two' 
ability, a man of courtesy, 
always willing to see the Conservative MPs were 
other side. of an argument, elected from • the province, 
Senator Wagner .volunteered 
"I shall miss him greatly, his services but Was 
It's a loss for Canada. He had rebuffed. 
directed words of praise 
Thursday at the late Senator 
Claude Wagner, a man who 
had become the party's 
black sheep since narrowly 
losing the 1976 leadership 
contest. 
Prime Minister Clark, who 
"downp.lay the truly~perllous Robert Stanfield, the 
nature" of national disunity former Conservative leader 
and praised then prime• who had wooed Wagner to 
minister Pierre Trudeau for the party in 1972 as his 
displaying "encouraging Quebec strongman, said he 
signs of movement in the was shovked by the death. 
right directiea." "We were good, close 
Funeral services for friends." 
. colleagues the benefit of a 
broad comprehenyion of 
Canada." 
In one of Wagner's last 
speeches in the Senate, Oct. 
had feuded sporadically with Wagner, who died in a 
theh54-year-old Quebec Montreal hospital Wed- 
politician for three years, nssday evening following a 
said in a statement that lengthy illness, 'will be held 
Wagner "served his at 2 p.m. EDT Monday from 
~ ovince and country with St. Joseph de Bordeaux gnity and courage." Roman Catholic Church in 
"His decision to come to Montreal.' 
Parliament contributed Family members would 
immeasurably to a better not give the cause of death 
understanding among and for two years refused to 
Canadians and brought his confirm or deny reports that 
Wagner had leukemia. Committee •Thursday he set aside 33 1-3 per cent of his 
Former prime minister .must branch out into some charter seating capacity of 
John Diefenbaker, who had scheduled air services if his 1,600 for passengers who 
supported Wagner in his bid charter business is to sur- want scheduled air services. 
to become Conservative rive. "Economy airfares might 
Wardair head says he 
; 
needs, the expansion 
. , . • / . 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Max The president of Wardntr fail "by 1O to 12 per cent on 
Ward told the Air Transport Canada Ltd. said he wants to some routesT/' Ward.told the 
committee, warning 
however' that- charter air 
fares are.~headlng for a 
similar decrease. 
Ward said changes in 
charter regulations being 
proposed by the committee 
would give charter carriers 
greater access to the 
marketplace while giving 
the public a more useful 
charter service. 
"Such regulatory amend- 
ments provide a partial 
solution but I question if they 
fully address the problem 
facing charter air carriers 
today," he said. 
&'A charter carrier that 
does not provide apassenger 
szwt reservation service, 
equivalent or near 
toequlvalent flight frequency 
that of scheduled carriers, 
on-going passenger handling 
services at those stations 
being served, will no longer 
retain any significant 
market sharp," he warned. 
"The charter passenger 
receives all of theseservices 
from scheduled airlines at 
charter air fares so why 
would they accept less from 
a 'charter carrier?" he 
asked. 
Ward said his airline 
required ' the "part- 
se~ednied service" so as not 
to be crushed by scheduled 
airlines. 
hopeftfls to chose from but Ontario government official exports to the United States 
the list "is not that long." . has questioned the need for in ~Z 1980s. . " 
There now are two vacant increased expbrts of natural The lawyer Satd he.was us, 
Senate seats from Quebec. gas from Western canada, certain about any economic 
Clark has three French. saying it might be'better to benefitsto Canada from the 
Canadian senators in fi le conserve supplies for exp0rE of surplus Alberta 
cabinet -- Jacques Flynn, domestic needs, gas,' - 
Donald Rogers, counsel for But the vice-president of 
deMartialcotret.Asselin and Robert the provincial • energy one of th6 competing firms 
• Standing in the 104-seat department, made the said increased exports are 
Senate is Liberals72, Coo. comments Thursday during needed to pay for foture 
servatives 18, independent 2, " National Energy Board exploration and develop- 
independent Liberal 1, Social hearings, into IO competing ment. ' 
Credit 1, vacant 10. 
Senator Allister Gresart, 
deputy  government leader in  Newspaper man hiding 
the Senate, praised ' • 
Wagner's lifelong devotloo t  ABBOTSFORD, B.C. (CP) MeIlwain, who described 
;the cause of national unity. - -  The Daily News will not himself as one of his em- 
W0gner'"understood the publish until its owner ployer's right-hand men~ 
problems facing federalism returns from• h.iding, ~i said Luseh had gone un. 
as few people did." spokesman for the morning derground for two or three 
In one of WagnsFs last .newspaper said Thursday. days until he feels safe. 
Commons peeches before He said Laseh told him he 
his appointment to the ' Rick McIlwain said in an would prohably return hy the 
Senate April 21, 1978, he •interview that publisher weekend und that Lasch has: 
sa id :  Peter Lasch went into hiding been in contact with the 
"I choose to be a Canadian after the paper published a' paper which is based in this 
became I willnot he lured by story dealing with Saudia lower Fraser Valley corn- 
the sirens of doubtful sorer- Arabia in its Monday edition, munity and printed in the 
eignty whose benefits have'. The newspaper has not Vancouver suburb of of 
not been proved. • I choose to imb|lshed since then. Burnaby. 
• be  a Canadian because my . . • 
fellow countrymen i  other 
provinces need aCanadian Need for exports querie d 
Quebec." 
Wagner Joined the Con. 
servatives in 1972 after a OTTAWA (CP)--Ag0-day us special advlsQr on wh- 
judicial career and a term as freeze on Pratrla branch.line zther 2,900 ktilometrea ofthe 
justice' .minister for the. aband0fiments was an- little.used Tail. brunch lines 
Quebec Liberal ad. nouneed Thursday by should he abandoned. 
ministration ofJean Lesnge, Transport Minister' Don Next week he will release 
In 1970 he lest the Quebec Mazankowski, clearing the the Booz-Allan report 5oo 
leadership to ". Robert h'acks • for major ways to improve the 
Bourassa, who subsequently grainhandilng an- utilization of railway grain 
became provincial pre.mier, nouneemehta next week, cars and announce creation 
and  'in 1976 lost the Con- Mazankowski also an- of a committee of three 
serv~t ive  leadership to nouneed at a news con- Conservative MPa to tse 
Clark, who then became ference the appointment of action to unsnarl the grain- 
prime minister. , . Saskatchewan MP Doug Nell handling system. 
Since 1976, Wagner battled " ..... 
with Clark and Rooh ' ' ,~t / l _£ . ' L .  
.LaSal!e, Clark's leading " ~ , t a n ~  head murdered 
French-Canadian MP, about . 
party' poliey.~:. Wagner NEW YORK (AP) --Galafiteandhiscompanions, 
refused to campaign for the. Underworld leader Carmine who were at a table in an 
party in  " Galante -- free on hail and open yard behind the eatery. 
In Toronto, Ontario . reportedly running the 200- Police identified two of the 
• Premier William Davis said member Joseph Bonanno dead as Galanto and Nlno 
Leaf 
MR. FREEZEPOPS 
The orlginsl Mr. Freeze 
Freeze 'em and eat 'em 
Package of 24 
.Kmart Reg. Price .89 ' 
SATURDAY ONLY 
.:'! 
WIDE MOUTH 
MASON JARS 
Home preserving [ars 
12,16 fl. oz. Jars 
In a box 
Kmart R~-,g. Price 4.27 
SATURDAY ONLY 
38 oe 
SUNLIGHT 
lAUNDRY 
DETERGENT 
LADIES 
SNEAKER SOOKS 
Loungeand Slipper 
Sock for leisure wear 
Size 9-11 
Kmart Reg. 
Low Price 1.43 
Box?f 
SAT. OOC 
ONLY UU Pa r 
Lemon fresh 
Heavy duty cleaning 
power. 6 Lltre size 
Reg. Low 
Kmart Price 3.47 
i!!l -.ox 
'tURTLE EXIRA 
PASTE WAX 
Extra hard shell i:i~i- 
car wax. Extra easy I ] i  
Ourah,ean, hr,,,,an, li/! 
KmRyl;L:WT.,7 [:!!~.!~! 
ONLY 0 Each :!!~:!!i~! ' 
AN. S I-PAK 
GARBAGE BAGS 
20 mid.size garbage |fill 
bags with ties. - l:i~:!~.i 
Super strong. Dispenses I!~ii 
._ one.o*-a.tlme. [~i  m.t I' i! 
SATURDAY ONLY i 
" 00!  
Canadians have lost a great mob -- was :~fl1~. to death "Scheduled 'airlines can friend. 
meet any reasonable chai'ter "He was.a man who .Thursday afternoon in an 
apparent underworld hit at a 
air fare by averaging their believed early that French Brooklyn restaurant, police charter yields 'with high- 
yieldseheduledairfares," he and Engllsh Canadians could . said. 
live together and trust in a Two other men died and said I " . ' common d~.tiny based, co fourth was critically 
| " • The charter carrie~ must respect and. mxeranee . . . .  wounded i- ,h~ . . . . . .  ¢ 
~s. o~, be~e/i~cces~, ~hig.h" Robert Coa.tee,, national gunfire from three masked 
~yteldlEg.~tlt~ ~re~ fitiQ.lc ":.m "' preSiae~t, or..,t~¢.=:, t~onr ::: mew ~t .~T,~-an,t Ma.,,'a 
order to survive" he cou- servatLve party, satd the Restaurant, police said 
" V eluded, . country has . lost a ery Police saidthat four men 
special Cacadianiat a crit- gut out nf a ear in front of the 
Ward said his airline had 
good load factors so far' in 
1979 "but the airfare yields 
• (are) too lowto meet costs." 
He said the only major 
effect his proposal would. 
have on the airline 'industry 
"would be to assure charter 
carriers are still around to 
compete." 
In an interview Ward said 
that he would increase the 
frequency of his charters o 
that some routes would have 
daily service. Passengers 
other than charter 
passengers would pay more 
for .their seats but co`aid. 
erably less for the same 
flight as economy 
passengers on scheduled 
airlines. 
ical moment in our history." 
• The esteem of his 
coleagues "was clearly 
evident in the substantial 
support he received from the 
caucus'! during the 1976 
leadership contest, Coates 
said in a written statement.. 
"Claude Wagner's peech 
in accepting defeat on the 
final ballot endor~ng Joe 
Clark, the Winner, was ene of 
the finest every heard by 
Canabians." 
Wagner, who once billeb 
hpmself "the scourge of the 
mafia,", because of his 
crime-busting career as a 
Crown attorney, • was 
described by Ran Atkey, em- 
ployment and immigration 
minister, as "a staunch 
defender of civil libertizy." 
Italian restaurant. Three 
went in and began fir~g at 
Coppolla. One of the two 
wounded men, who were 
identified as  restaurant 
owner Joseph Turano, 48, 
and his 17-year-old son, 
John, later died at a hospital. 
Police would not say which 
man was dead and. the 
hospital refused ccmmen~ 
A womnwhe said she wal 
standing across the street 
from the restaurant said she 
saw four men wearing blue 
jeans and ski masks drive up 
in a blue Ford. 
Looking for lethal drink 
• EPHRATA, Wash. (AP) --  
Officials are looking for a 
twognllon jug of the lethal 
poison parathion which 
apparentlybounced off a 
truck someplace along High- 
way 17 between Omak and 
Moses lake in eastern 
Washington. 
Three other jugs of the in- 
. secticide which fell Off the 
truck Wednesday had been 
found, said Capt. Norm 
Ertckson of the Washington 
State Patrol. 
i One of the containers was 
leaking and David Scallon, 
48, of the state department of 
transportation was dseon- 
taminatod at the Coulee 
Dam Medical Clinic after he 
took it to a Grant County 
waste dropbox. 
The fames are deadly and 
can be absorbed through the 
skin, officials said; 
The Grant County 
department of emergency 
services sealed off con- 
tamiuated areas and spread 
sawdust and llme chlorine to 
counteract the toxic, spills. 
The three containers were 
found along the highway he. 
twecn 'Soap Lake and Sun 
• Lakes State Park. They fell 
off a truck that was tran. 
spurting 30 of the cuntsiners 
from Wenatchee to .Moses 
Lake, the state patrol said. 
The missing container was 
described as a bucket.type 
jug with blue labels. 
Sovie[s 
buying 
grmn 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The Soviet Union has bought 
another 775,000 metric tons 
of U.S. grain, boosting'its 
total purchases to near the 
limit of 15 million metric 
tons set for this year, the 
U.S, agriculture department 
said Thursday. 
Officials said the latest 
sales included 225,000 metric 
tons of wheat and 5S0,000 of 
corn. That boosted total 
Soviet purchases to about 
14.7 million metric tons of 
grain for delivery in the 1979- 
~ yenr that will end on Sept. , ' . . . 
Under a five-year 
agi'eement, the Soviet Unien 
is committed to buy at least 
six million metric tons of 
wheat and corn annually. It 
can buy a total of eight 
million without further 
discussions with the U.S., ac- 
cording to the pact. 
But for 1978-79, as it did 
last year, the U.S. told the 
Soviet Union it could buy up 
to 15 million metric tons of 
wheat and corn. A metric ton 
is equal to 38.7 bushels of 
wheat or 39.4 bushels of corn. 
"/7 c 
Alcan 's  22-year old 
fire t ruck  has.  been 
replaced by a more up 
to dato~ model, but the 
familiar red pumper 
hasn't been put out to 
pasture like an old fire 
horse. 
The company has 
donated the old Ford 
fire truck to the newly 
Vo lunteer  F i re  combined community 
Department. centre and fire hall. 
Lakelse resident "Unt i l  now the 
Jerry Niemi, the new community has had no 
organization's f irst fire protection," Niemi 
fire Chief, said his 16 said. 
vo lunteers  a re  He said the Kitimat 
delighted with the Fire Department has 
company's gift. "graciously" offered 
He saidl the group, ,to,. train~ the  new 
sponsored  ~ by the volunteers. 
Lakelse .Lions .ClUb, The old fire truck 
Lakel,se g,ets firt ,truck 
' i t 
by Ann Dunsmuir fo rmed Lake lse  hopes to build a has clocked up 9,587 the engine is made of 
miles since it was 
purchased in 1957 for 
$17,000. 
A lcan 's  new f i re  
truck, custom made of 
a luminum,  cos t  
$56,000. It was built by 
Anderson Engineering 
Ltd. of Langley, B.C. 
and according to Qdef 
Jack Mitchell, head of 
plant security, even 
.. aluminum. 
.Works Manager Bill 
Rich presented Niemi 
with the keys to the 
fire truck July 5 at 
Alcan's main gate. 
Then, with Niemi at 
the wheel, old No. 2 
rolled •through the 
gates for the last time 
and headed '~ for 
Lakelse. 
Dnly 12,000 miles 
eeloooeeeooololle~,oeooo@ooooeleeoeeeoeQeo~l.ooloe~eoooeoe 
1976 CHRYSLER 
I door New Yorker,  loaded with extras , 
eoooooleeeoleoaoee4eoeeeeeo|oaoloooooeeeooeeloooeeeoooooooeeo 
Gov't to spend money on 37 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The Wednesday following since 1976' on the 800- Art;ow Transport delivers the truck drivers." 
British Columbia govern- meetings with their "era- kilometre highway, fuel to Cassiar where it then 
picks up asbestos for ment will spend about $15 ployer, Arrow Transport The 29 members of Local Labor Minister Allan Wil: 
million this year to upgrade Ltd. Company officials say ' 31 of the Teamsters Union delivery to the south, llama said he does not 
believe fuel and foodstuffs Highway 37 in northern they recognize the need for walked off the job Monday to He said the picket line was were prevented from being 
British Columbia between safety and maintenance of express their concern'over lifted because the truckers 
shipped north of Stewart. Stewart and the Yukon trucks, read conditions, complaining decided "they have no 
border, Highways Minister : Replying to questions by of heavy tourist raffic and reason to affect he people of He said there is nothing he 
Alex Fraser said Wed- AI Passarell (NDP -- Atlin), thick dust. Cassiar." can do about the dispute. 
nesday. Fraser saidhe had met three Passarell said Tuesday "It 
Communities along the months ago with Arrow picketswentupafterthreeof was an unfortunate "You wouldn't want mete 
highway were in a virtual Transport. "We gave some the drivers were seriously thing that it happened for interfere in matters between 
state of seige Tuesday commitments on main- injured along the 500- those 12 hours. The people of ~ a trade union and' their 
because of a strike by local tenance regarding Highway kilometre stretch between Cassiar aren't involved. It's employer. I'm sure the union 
truckers who expressed 37. and we're starting to Stewart and Cassiar. Nofood the highways minister and wouldn't want that." 
concern over road 'con. carry those out." or fuel was delivered to the 
ditl~s. Earlier he said the govern- communities north' of Stew- 
They returned to work ment had spent $80 million art. 
Howard  .is on  commit tee  
Frank Howard, MLA for ministration and operation settini[ un the , , ,m. , . t ,~  .. 
tap] of certain Crown cor- said - -  H~ward, C-';;~""~a 
Con perations, somewhat disappointed 
stion "I a'mquite peal sedto  about he limited number of 
;ion, ave bern chosen to )ar- Crown corporations which 
legl • at~ i~ th,, C~rn,,,, ~r  come under eta purvue It tip___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - _ _ , 
esta )ration s Commith e f(r it _ .. . ' seems to me that Crown 
:ute 0nn or,,,~a ,..., , .~  ~. ~orporattons like the B C 
Ill ti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . .  • ~. , , I , .  , . . . . . . . . .  Buildings Corpm'ation, 
re , . . . ,  . . . .  t.,  ^ Y. :,. , . .~.  which is  increasing B C s 
Ul t l l~ l [  WI I l l ,  U J ,  V I  ,W V |Mi  * t .  . - -  , i 
, aem ann the e C is e .spect to Crow~ 'or- _ ~ . .  
i )rmrat ion" Howal d s~ w* wmcn has been ignoring the 
bi] )ration~ like the B.(!. Fd ~ry ueveJo.pm¶nt Corporation, 
, , " "  ' ~"  North, should be subjected to
• ad- ' After examining the Act some public scrutiny. 
Skeena, has been appointed 
to the Legislative mmittee 
on Crown Corporations. The 
Crown corporations com. 
mlttee is the only legislative have been chosen to par- 
tici ate in the rown Cor. committee to be established poration's tee o
pursuant t'oaStatuteofB.C, will afford me the op- 
and to have a full time in- portunity to present a 
vestlgatlve and search Northern point of view with 
staff, re t n c
The committee is charged por ti ns lik  t  .C. Ferry 
with the responsibility of 
inquiring into the Corporation," Howard says, 
management, 
• The Herald, Friday, July 13, 1979, Page 3 
Hostels wanted here 
If you have ae- 
comodation for four to ten 
or more young travellers 
from across. Canada and 
around the world, you 
may he interested in the 
owner-operated hostel 
program run by the 
Canadian Hostelling 
Association. 
• The C.H.A. is in- 
terested in allowing 
groups and individuals to 
have the opportunity of 
visiting all of B.C. In par t i cu la r i l y  by  
order to further their aim providing hostels or other 
they are seeking to simple accomodation for 
establish small hostels them in their travels. 
throughout the province. Anyone interested in 
The .C.H.A is a char- becoming part of th( 
te red  non-pro f i t ,  C.H.A. hostel network is 
recreat iona l  and  invited to contact  
educational organization Graham Bell, the Hostel 
whose aims are to help Operations Director at  
al l ,  but especially oung ~c  C.H.A. offices at 3425 
people to a greater  West Broadway,  Van- 
knowledge, care and love couver, .B.C.,. V6R 2134, 
of the countryside, phone: 736-2674. 
It's not new but it's new and shiny to them 
PEDIGREED 
USED CARS 
HUH HI[ lOP ggG OF COUBSfl 
1977 DATSUN 4x4 
$699S Pickup 4 cyl . ,  4 speed, radio,  rol l  I~ar . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  
"i 
1978 FORD F600 3 Ton 
$10,996 
~/.fl Atfl'n. 
S2ses 
$4696 
MI  
1978 CAMARO 
$4995 
4 
0 
$2996 
$4796 
$2996 
$8496 
$6395 
1976 6MU 4x4 
20 Series, V8 Auto $6795 
• ~QeQI  eo  ee leog l le lo  • • Jo  o lo lo  eoeoaoe Jo  eo  O I  • eo  oeo , ,o le  OeOeeeeoo • • 
LEASING 
An Alternative to Private Ownership 
Advantages Include: 
No Capital Investment 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
Current Model Transportation 
Simplicity 
Convenience 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY 
Torraoo Totem Ford 
Sales Lid, 
4111 gelt5 
136-4114 
. Page 4, The Herald, Friday, July 13, 1979 ., 
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ATRILL THINKS 
by Thomas Atrill 
Tax saving, anyone? 
A revolutionary thought, I admit, but most of us are 
becoming increasingly eonscious of our heavy,.tax 
burden, and hope that it may be lightened. 
First, let me describe the typical public place; it 
may be a post office, a museum, a library, or a 
government building. There is an expanse of lawn, 
shrubs, seats and other conveniences for the public. 
But does the public get to use~these attractive 
amenities? Not much. Time after •time, the only 
people there are loafers, hippies, welfare bums and 
other degenerates, r I~ 
In the past, such places attracted families, pic- 
nickers, scholars and a host of wholesome and ~ poMti~'b 
people who enjoyed the use of the things for .which they 
helped to pay: Policemen on foot moved the un-. 
desirables on, and prevented the degeneracy that is 
now, said to say, associated with most public grounds. 
It made good sense to encourage the taxpayer, and 
good citizen to enjoy these parks and lawns, while 
. discouraging the moocher and the social dropout.' 
Socialists will say, "times change; the meek are not 
inheriting the earth." . . . . . . . .  ~"~ "" 
"But not at my expense," I say. And.since obviously 
they will not and do not pay, why not close down the 
facilities and spend our tax dollars on projects which 
will better benefit the  working citizen? 
We should build all public buildings to the property 
line, just as do banks and hardware stores. We should 
enforce the laws about loitering and vandalism. We 
should demand adollar's value for every dollar spent. 
: Perhaps this appears to some liberals as being too 
hardhearted. I disagree. I f  ~hd"~h~ff'W~'t'~r~fl~e "" 
our priorities, and the 'totem pole' is again turned 
righiside up, the low life!s and their ilk will ~be at  the 
bottom where they belong and the decent, tax ~ paying, 
honest working person will be nearer the top. The 
criminal Will again be reviled and criticized and the 
victim will be given the help and sympathy he 
deserves. 
And our public places will not be hangouts for. 
moochers and degenerates. 
EDITOR'S 
JOURNAL 
BY 
GREG 
M I D D L E T O N  
I 
Among the groups looking around and realizing ~ 
there is more to the world is the Vancouver Board of 
Trade. In a recent comment they offer to newspapers, 
it notes that there is something north of Vancouver 
worth looking into. 
Board of Trade members will be visiting this area as 
well as the Peace River eotmiry. The purpose of the 
trip is to meet members of local chambers of com- 
merce and civic, officials as well as to see the sights. 
A note of current interest is that the Red Cross was 
gearing up for disaster. ' 
Just in case Skylab does happen to drop on this area, 
the provincial Red Cross orgainzation was contacting 
all the volunteers who work for the group in times of 
n e e d . .  
You have to give them credit for putting in the effort 
on the slim chance that they might be needed. Let's 
face it. Most of us probably wouldn't do much even if 
we were told there was a good chance the space 
station might crash here. 
And speaking of covering the bases, I 've got to hand 
it to the advertising man at the Canada Dry Company. 
In my mail. here at the office recently I received a 
complimentary bottle of their club soda. The 
promotion revolved around the company's claim that 
club soda made a nice, refreshing, non-alcoholic and 
calorie free beverage, when a dash of fresh lemon 
juice was added. To be sure I would try it they sent me 
a fresh lemon along with the club soda. 
What was interesting was that the promotion works. 
I tried the club soda and squeeze of lemon and liked it. 
More important to them, I mentioned it to you. 
I must add, however, that it is even better with a 
squeeze of lime. Not only is it a tasty thii'st quencher, 
it is good camoflage if.you don't want to be swilling 
back the 'booze somewhere where everyone has a 
drink in their hand. 
~::,ii!:i!!:izi:i!!ii~!ii:~ii!!i 
IVILL IT  LAST  
Trade agreement queried 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
new world trade 
agreement signed 
Wednesday looks good on 
paper, but will be of little 
value unless the new~ 
government forces 
Canada's trading, part. 
nets to live up to their 
commitments, say key 
industrial spokesmen. 
"There's no question 
we've opened our 
markets, but the big 
question now is whether 
other countries will 
comply with the terms of 
the deal," Roy phillips, 
By CAROL GeAR 
'--These include pledges 
. . .h '~Japan,  the United 
|S [at~ and the nine- 
~c~untYry European Eco- 
nomic Community to let 
down barriers to 
Canadian products such 
as t~eir governments' 
buyat.home policies and 
, subsidies designed to give 
their own manfueturers a 
eompetitive edge in the 
home. market. 
The agr.eement also 
calls on countries to 
Minister Bob de Cotret 
and Trade Minister 
Michael Wilson urging 
that the government 
resist any temptation to 
recover the revenue it 
stands to lose when tariffs 
are lowered by lncreulng 
' taxes. 
It is difficult to estimate 
exactly the amount in. 
volved because govern- 
ment eollecflons depend 
on how much Canadians 
buy abroad. However, it 
is clear that lowering 
executive director of the remove trade Obstacles 
Canadian'~anufacturers~: .,,such as punitive dupes 
Association said Thur. designed, t.o keep jbut. 
'"~'dfi~/~ ............................. unwant~ana 
Theassociataion, which standards and licensing 
represents most of the 
country's major in- 
dustries, will urge the 
government o closely 
monitor its trading 
partners to ensure that 
they keep their part of the 
bargain, opening their 
markets to more 
Canadian exports. 
"If the new trade codes 
we agreed to there (in 
Geneva where the pact 
was signed), are not 
properly pursued, we 
really don't know where 
we stand," said a 
spokesman for the Cana- 
dian Exporters 
Association. 
He said many in- 
dustries hoping, to in. 
crease their sales abroad 
are waiting apprehen- 
sively to see how 
vigorously the Clark 
government will enforce 
the non-tariff agreements 
reached in Geneva. 
procedures which pre- 
clude imported goods. 
"We hope the ef- 
fectiveness of these new 
non-tariff agreements 
will make up for the 
reductions we have made 
in our protective tariffs," 
said the expert associ- 
ation official. 
Phillips said he had 
been 'assured by both 
Canadian and United 
States negotiators after 
six-yeAr trade talks that 
all participants signed the 
pact in good faith, fully 
intending to decrease -- 
and in some cases 
eliminate - their non- 
tariff barriers. 
Businessmen are also 
edgy that the new trade 
agreement might in- 
directly cause taxes to go 
up. 
Phillips said industry 
• representitives will soon 
approach In-o dustry 
these duties means a loss 
of revenue. 
~r~eapyl~r~ry .¢.mcern~ 
"fdr consumers 1~ ho~ tim 
government Will .behave 
when it  loses this tariff 
income," said Phillips; 
"They must ensure that 
they reduce their own 
spending to match the- 
l oss . " .  
.Some industries are 
worried tough years lie 
ahead as they attempt to" 
survive in the more 
competitive trade at- 
m'osphere xpected to 
flow out of the .agreement. 
Tom Whellams, 
executive vice-presldent 
of. the Automotive In- 
dustrles Association of 
Canada, said his great 
fear is that many of the 
U.S.-owned companies, 
which manufacture some 
of their product lines in 
Canada, may pull out 
their subsidiaries, as a 
result of the agreement. 
• H is  assoc ia t ion  , 
represents companies. 
which make replacement 
• parts for cars and other 
vehicles. Elghty per cent 
of those companies are 
• U,S. branch plants, 
Whellams aid, .:,, 
Although tariff, .... 
.reductions OrUlvehicle. 
parts are ~ smail:~ ando~ 
gradual (a S,g-per-eent 
drop over seven years), 
this could be sufficient o 
couvince U.S. parents not 
to expand In Canada, he 
said. 
Spokesmen for the 
chemical industry said 
producers . of key 
petrochemicals are 
disappointed the 
agreement failed to opt~ .> 
pronucm as much asmey 
anticipated. But the $2.6 
billion chemical industry 
as a whole considers the 
trade pact acceptable. 
Several exporters. 
expressed uneasiness 
that the government has 
not yet made clear 
exactly how much 
assistance they can ex- 
pect in adjusting to the 
new international trade 
climate. 
The exporters ' 
association will press the 
government for a full. 
statement as soon as 
possible. 
Phillips said the trade 
agreement will intensify 
existing pressure on 
manufacturers to 
produce more cheaply 
and efficiently ¢o compete 
internatlomally... 
He said it is too early to 
identify industries- which " 
could be termed winners 
o¢ losers s a result of the 
new trade pact. 
I I •  I 
BRITISH TORIES " 
Run in with unionsseen 
LONDON (CP) -- 
Margaret  Thatcher, 
elected prime minister on 
a "cool the unions" plat. 
form in May, has made 
her first 'move in that 
direction and, already, 
storm signals are flying. 
Her proposals this week 
sound tame compared 
with her pronouncenients 
during .Britwpn's winter 
of strlkzhdiscontent. 
Nzvertheless, Big 
Labor doesn't like it one 
bit and union leaders are 
predicting that it could 
lead to a rzplay of thz 
confrontation which. 
brought down the lest 
Conservative ad- 
ministration five years 
ago. 
Alan Fisher, head of the 
National Union of Public 
Employees, says: "We 
are absolutely deter. 
mined to oppose the gov- 
ernment's interference 
with trade union affairs." 
David Basnett, leader 
of the Municipal and 
General Workers Union; 
says: "The proposals 
show a dangerous lack of 
understandi/~g of the 
mechanisms of pcacexul 
industrial relations." 
By BRUCE 
Len Murray, general 
secretary of the Trade 
Unions Congress, says: 
"I had hoped that the 
lessons of 1971 to 1974, 
which did so much to 
cause unnecessary in- 
dustrial difficulties; had 
been learned. We shall try 
to persuade the. govern. ~. 
sent to change course." ' 
To Western countries 
such as Canada, the 
Conservative gov- 
ernment's proposals-  
and at this stage they're 
only talking points -- 
might seem something 
less then controversial. 
• Closed shops should be 
established only 'with the 
wholehearted support of 
the workers concerned. 
Government cash 
would he supplied to 
finance secret ballots in 
union affairs, as opposed 
to the present "show of 
hands" system now in 
vogue, 
The  outlawying of 
secondary picketing, 
Among the criticisms 
being heard is one that 
asks why the subject is 
I t 
LEVETT 
being brought uP now, 
during a period of relative 
calm on the British labor 
scene. 
Agaiost that is the 
argument hat to have 
delayed would hwve been 
to open thehgnvernnlent 
to charges of shirking the 
central issue upon which 
it was elected. 
That Thatcher 
government proposes to 
make the secret ballot 
point voluntary. 
Union leaders have said 
that a secret ballot could 
lead to .the election of 
more militant officials 
and the endorsation of ex. 
treme wage demands. 
• The government argues 
that thishpoint alone is 
why the yecret ballot is 
not being made com- 
pulsory. 
Even The Guardian, not 
the most .right-wing of 
Britain's responsible 
newspapers, expresses 
surprise.at thz vehe- 
mence of union reaction 
which spea.ks of 
maximum reblstance. 
"It ts hard to see that 
I I I  
basic trade union rights 
--as opposed to ec. 
casional trade union ex- 
cessea, which are con- 
sistently condemned by 
trade union leaders and 
deeply disliked by the 
mess of the public and 
most trade unionists -- 
are under thjeat from the 
current reform 
package," the paper 
editorializes. 
In sum, there is little 
that is compulsory in the 
government proposals. 
Pickets would be 
confined tolaction agulnyt 
their own company. Even 
should secondary 
cketing occur, it would 
up to the fir. 
mhlnvolveb -- and not the 
govermment -- to take 
the matter to court. 
Even The Guardian 
calls for detailed union- 
government negoliatlons 
over the propoyals. 
"To interpret 
&maximum trade union 
resistance' as a call to 
boycott ta,~ with the 
government would be 
short-sigi lted, . self- 
defeating and con. 
temptuous of the elec- 
• torate.'" 
paying, more than comparable• employment in the 
private sector an d carrying an indexed pension, don't 
matter. 
It used to be, if the legend of the '°the finest public 
service in the world" (gospel in goverment circles 
only 20 years ago) is to be believed, that bright young 
Canadians from all regions of the country were 
eligible for appointment, if qualified, to serve the 
nation. 
• A good many aspired to such a career. 
It is set out :that all public service jobs must be 
advertised, and competitions for them held. 
But it's only a costly playing of the game of let's 
pretend. 
For as any governmentAvatcher w ll knows, federal 
jobs-from the half.decent o the. very senior-are 
inevitably slotted for a choice of one, two, or three 
"insiders." 
Frequently the choice is made before, ever the 
position is advertised. 
The "merit system," as the public service once 
proudly called it, is as dead as the idea that  anyone 
qualified for the job has a fah" shot at it. 
No long is itm ease of what you know, but who you 
know, an d more recently and more importantly who 
you are. 
Fantasy? '" 
.Ask:any~public servant of close acquaintance and 
t rUSt , .~. :  . - I : , : ;  ,. 
::,~mk:an 'early~ "retiree," squeezed out to make room 
for. somebody's favorite. 
:,,.,A~'~dn~. f~strdted government workers who has 
li~en brought o a career dead end by bilinguallsm. 
They'll tell you the big thing is not being an English- 
Canadian, even a fluently bilingual one. 
Because~o~lt' English-Canadian speaking good 
French is not the  same as a French-Cauadlan 
speaking bad English. 
Poor English has the priority over good French. 
Whicli is one of the reasons that fully a third of the 
public service is French while French-Canadians 
account for less than one-fifth of the population. ' 
Prime Minister Clark has dirdcted that at least one 
~f l l~  ~Ssitid~"iii ~e~'  cabinet i~ii~ister's' s~aff he 
French-C.anadian, which is fair. 
To break the bilingual job cartel, the new govern- 
ment should amend the Human Rights Act which 
protects Canadians from discrimination based  on 
race, color, religion, age, sex,marital status, a par- 
doned offen.Qe~u#nd physical handicap-but not on 
language, .. 
MLA's REPORT 
by Frank Howard 
i 
Last fall, upon hearing that General Motors might 
be interested in establishing an aluminum die.casting 
plant somewhere in Canada, I wrote • to the President ~ 
of G.M. telling him that aluminum, power, space, 
workers and a deepsea port existed at Kitimat. I 
received a reply saying that G.M. would take the 
suggestion under advisement. 
Shortly after that I received a letter from the 
President of Alcan'commenting on the die-casting 
proposal. That letter said to me that Alcan was paying 
more attention to politics than had earlier been the 
case. 
• Shortly after I was elected I got a letter of 
congratulations from the Employer.'s, Council of B.C, 
This was followed by meeting with the Employer's 
Council's Victoria lobbyist. 
Within a few weeks of being elected I got a message 
indirectly that George Wilkinson of the Kitimat Oil 
Pipeline Consortium would like to have lunch with me. 
Bill King, NDP MLA for Shnshwap-Revelstoke, and 
myself met with George for lunch. His purpose was to 
tout the proposed Kitimat Oil Port proposal. And here 
I thought he project was dead. 
The next morning I had a visit from D.W. Ross and 
Associates Ltd., giving me further information about 
the oil port proposal. 
I 've been receiving Beale's Newsletter in which 
specific mention is made of the need, by corporations, 
to keep politicians informed. 
Certain!y we are all interested in information, but 
certain types of information received from cor- 
porations is information with a message,--with:a 
purpose. It is information provided with a bias and, as 
such, needs careful examination. 
The intentions of the corporate world and the needs 
of the general public are not always on the same 
plane. What may serve the corporate interest may 
injure the public interest. 
These corporate representations are not confined to 
me, for other MLAs have.received them as well, albeit 
from different corporations. 
The complication which arrises is that, while MLAs 
are not elected to serve corporate interests, it is the 
corporations which have the time, money, desire, and 
ability to lobby for their special projects or special 
interests. 
The general public, whom we are elected to 
• represent, i s  sometimes inarticulate and not 
organized to develop and present MLAs with a steady •
stream of 'information', The general public can only 
hope that the people it elects, both individually and 
collectively, will not succumb to the blandishments 
and the lunches and the dinners and thereby blend the 
public interest info the corporate interest. 
I 
iDefence rappea ++++.;il 
2 Line up for the loot)::: 
• OTTAWA +:'(CP); - -  The 
provinces and groups which 
govern amateur sports will 
present proposals to Sport 
Minister Stove Paproski on 
Tuesday which they hope 
will be the ticket o millions 
of dollars. ' 
Paproski s to meet New 
Brunswick Pihance Minister 
Farnsnd Dube~ and Ontario 
Recreation Minister Reuben 
Baetz.to r~eive a proposal 
by'the 10 provinces to get 
.Ottawa out of the lottery 
business, w promise the 
Conservatives made during 
the May 22 election cam- 
paign. 
Onhthehsame day, Hugh 
Glynn, president of the 
National Sport and 
Recreation Centre, will ask 
Paproski=to let the sport 
governimg bodies take over 
Loto Canada and share the 
profits --  which could reach 
as much as $100 million -- 
with arts and culture groups. 
Prime Minister Clark said bylfederal funds and houses overhaul Loto Camada when 
during the election that a about 80 nwtional sport and ity current system fog 
Conservative government recreation groups which also bistributi~g profits expired 
would disband Loto Canada receive government money, later thi~ year. 
and lceveo the lottery field Several years ago a Legislation to give wll tim 
open to 5the provinces, number of those groups profits its the federal gov~n- 
Spnce taking power, presented them heslthh- menthfoghwmaieqr sporUL 
Papronkihesealditmightbe minister Mare Lalonde with cul-o ture and special 
better to keep Lotch- a proposal to convert the pgnJecto died when 
Vanadahwlpvz,hzven in Olympic Lottery, thzn Parliament was dissolved 
pguvinclal hands, because it aboqthto expire, into a for the election. . 
has become so prefitoble', ontponal spogt.lot tory gun The new Conservative 
Dubs heads aeomrnittee of by the Sports Federation of • government quickly rwn into" 
prov inc ia l  min isters  Canada. • .' controversy over the lottery 
responsible for lottorlas and Lalonde decided that while whenolPaproski ywid'he felt 
hopes to hold .wo meeting it was a good idea; the sport bound to fubdll pgomisea of 
o fhthe  ministers and groupy didn't:, have the flnaneiwlha8 ststanc'e' for 
Papronki n New Brunswick sophistication to handle the 
in August its complete plans ~otteryf hThe>government Edmonton and Winnipeg 
• for+a.federal, exitf~om,lot, revamped thv Olympzc 
teries. • . 
The provinces are a~lons 
to'get tl~' federal ~'govem, 
sent out --the competitimi 
with LOt0 Canada eats into 
the revenues of various 
provin¢.in~ lflt.~eries, 
' The sport centre, of whicho 
Glyan Is president, Ishacked 
Lottery, lntb' Loto Canada, 
wlth~'8Z,B', l~r.'vent of its 
~roflt~ eai'i~rked to help 
pay~, the',q~ryihpto deficit. 
Sport Canada',gOt five per 
cent of tbe~}roflts ~. . 
Under an agreement with 
the provlnces, the Liberal 
government had planned to 
arenas in Quebe¢i City; 
whose profeselonai, hockey 
teams begin play in the Ha. 
tlonal Hockey League this 
fall. 
Papreskl said his govern- 
ment might, hav6 to keep. 
Loto Canada for six months 
to a year to.ralso:the~,$1$ 
million needed for ~e 'L~ 
arenas .  . ,: 
+ 
Ready for refugeeo+ ,,o, ,+ in  + . . . .  "' " , " - . ". "+ +; ;~,),,m ~, .  
~o 
th ~a3~ .,,.~TAWA ..... (e~ ,..:-.-,, the,countries - -  Singapore, a0 Nc~i~e '~ut~ ~ I~I~.N ~,N~'~'  ............ 'tram- 
Canadian immigration of- Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong jokes about• Canadian 
fleers in Southeast Asia say Kong, Thailand and the screening here. h • 
theyaregearingupnowfora Philippines : -  has to be The Canadians keep such 
major movement ofrefugees 
to Canada in the fall when 
chartel'ed aircraft are freed 
from tourist holiday flights. 
The officers also said in 
telephone interviews they 
appreciate the goodwill 
coming from Canada but 
private sponsors houldimot 
expect them to go out and fill 
toilor.made r fugee orders, 
They are 'aware of 
human~torian 'pressure here 
to increase the government- 
spbnsored quota of 8,000 this 
year and to speed up refugee 
processing. One decor;heal 
current policy as un- 
fortunate and three, in 
guarded terms, said they 
could use more help now. 
But they said that even 
. sending reinforcements is no 
easy task. The entry of every 
new ~mlgration officer into 
negotiated with each 
respective government. 
"We'll be putting on a tre- 
meedons pnsltin September, 
October and November 
because that's when the 
chartered 'aircraft are 
available," said Alex Lnkie 
in Singapore, headquarters 
for Canada's refugee oper. 
• aton in the area where an 
estimated 360,000 Viet- 
namese, Laotians and 
Cambodians are crammed 
into temporary camps. 
"In July andAugust we're 
trying to put ourselves in 
• order here," 
Lukle said private spon- 
sorships are just starting to 
mnshronm and include a 
smattering of demands for 
toilor-made r fugees -- yuch 
ws the request f@ a Viet- 
namese computer expert 
requests In the back of their 
minds and fill the o/'der 0nly 
if, by coincidence, someone 
matching the job description 
or other criteria happenshto 
pep up among the refugees 
interviewed. 
The officers said delays 
are caused by poor tran- 
sportation arrangements 
between camps and transit 
centres -- .the refugees' last 
stop before bcardliig aplane 
to Western countrles. 
Including the delay to the 
transit contres, Lukie said 
refugees hould arrive in 
Canada four to eight weeks 
after they are interviewed in 
the camps. 
Thin problem is l.lkely ~o 
'worsen when the officers 
turn their attention south to 
Indonesia "because the 
indonesian islands are off 
Singapore a ways and we 
poi'tetinn that's.available," 
he said. 
"As it is now, I think the 
maximum we can bring out 
in one heat is about 50. I 
think there's Just the one 
boat." 
Since the start of the year, 
the five immigration officers 
stationed in Singapore have 
selected about.5,000 refugees 
for Canada. Single officers 
tationed in Hong Kong, 
Thailand and the Philippines 
have selected hundreds of 
, others. 
The officers said they are 
not in the. business of in. 
discriminate •dramatic 
rescues nor are they looking "
at a source of cheap labor for 
this country . . . .  
"I think we have a certain 
responsibility when we 
select people to  be 
reasonably' certain that they 
can estoblish themselves in 
Canada," said Brian 
McQuilian, 
Natives said gett ing rest less 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Alberta 
Indians are restless, they 
seek justice and they are 
tired of "talking to deaf 
ears" in the federal 
government, says Indian 
leader Joe Dione. 
Dlone, president of the 
Indian Association of 
Alberta, said at a news 
conference here Thursday 
that "there are a lot of 
people out there who are 
restless, tired and fed-up" 
With conflicting in. 
terpretations of treaties 
signed in the 1870s between 
representatives of Queen 
• Victoria and. the province's 
native peoples. 
The federal government 
has consistently abided by 
He said the S arcee, Saul- 
teaux,hCree, Blackfoot, 
Blood, Peigan, Asyiniboine 
and Sioux Indians of 
• southern Saskatchewan d 
Alberta regard the treaties 
as solemn agreements which 
should be honored. 
The 31-year-Qld leader, ac- 
companied by a delegation of
six Alberto vhiefs,' later met 
India'n and Northern Affairs 
Minister Jake Epp, former 
finance minister Jean 
Chretien and other MPs. 
Epp, who has said he 
wants better elations with 
native peoples, and Chretlen, 
who held the portfolio from 
1968 to 1974, were presented 
wpth copies of a new book, 
The Spirit of the Alberta 
I s sues . "  
Dlone said he hopes the 
•book, published by the Ot- 
tawa-based Institute fnr 
Research on Public Policy, 
will counter the 5difficulty 
chiefs • and band counvila 
have had communicating 
• their interpretations of the 
treaties to white soc ie ty :  
Chiefs and elders will also 
diseuns the interpretation 
problem with Gov.-Gen. 
Edward Schreyer when they 
meet at Alexwnder Indian 
Reserve near Edmonton 
July 19. 
Other Indian leaders, who 
recently flew to Londonto 
tryo to meet wpth Queen 
Elizabeth, have said they 
regard the momarch as the 
parliamentarians. They 
argued that the Britikho 
North America Act shoulb 
not be returned here until the 
tgewtyhproblems have been 
successfully dealt With. 
Chief John Snow of the 
Stoney Pndianc on Morely 
Reserve near Calgary said 
his people are angry about 
the shoddy treatment they 
receive from both the Indian 
and , northern affairs 
department and the 
provincial government. 
Medical expenses that cost 
more than $60 must be 
cleared with the provinci.al 
health department in Ed- 
monton, a. process that can 
take up to a month, and the 
Indian view of Canadian 
the letter of Treaties Six, Indian Trostizs, daring the peryon who sym-lbollzes the histow is not allowed tts be 
~.ffon and Ei~t~bu!_,hos m~Ungs. . . . . sacredness of trzatymaking, presentedat reserve schools,' 
I [~O£eU 1,41~ +pl l - l t  mlU  | l l t~ i l t  ' The 202-psge Deaf Seals Dlone saib that while his he said• 
of the documents and token with Indiwn perveptlone of organisatlon did not par- But Snowsaid the worst in- 
advantage ofevery loophole the three treatie~hand in. tlelpate in the trip its London suit occurred shortly before 
it could find, he said. eludes yome ofol200h- where Indian delegates were the recent federal election 
. Dlone said ~at because pntzrvlews with Indiwn el- refused an audience with the when the provintel govern- 
important issues such as ders. 6 Queen, it agrz~s with many sent dipped into its billion. 
land claims, mineral and Chrztien said later that he of the statements they made dollar Heritage Trust Fund 
hunting rtghts were not found the hour.long talks, in regard te the con stBntlon, and  bestowed grants on 
pncluded in thelbocumentst very interesting and gave When the federal govern, every community in Alberta 
they should be reviewea nu Bione and the chiefs "advice sent advised the Queen to except hose of Mndiam, 
updated to meet the on how to handle things and refuse an audiznee request, "That's diacriminaUon," 
• woblema o,f the 1970s. how xar to go with their the chiefs lobbied British he said., . 
I • . ' • The Canadian fr gnds for ltf¢ .+0 
[ la vm nous coneem¢ I 
• . . ,  . . . . .  . ,  . .  
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• Mens Watch. . . . . . .  . . 
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• . . , J 
i 
OTHERWEEKLY PRIZES ' r '  -- " 
: . , .  • , ,~ .~ , !  , 
'Kodak  Mode l  10o  Instant Camera  ,,:,,. Assorted Tack le -  
Courtesy Sight & Sound Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
• Mens Watch - *Smoker 
" 1 " ' Cour tesy  Carters  Jewel lers  Courtesy Overwaitea. 
!~or ted  Tackle- oTa~le BoX & Kit - 
. . .  . . . . .  Courtesy Luhr  Jensen ~ .. Courtesy K mar t  
• Gift Cer t i f i ca te ,  . + " ." ,Smoker  
• • ~r  , ' Courtesy Luhr  Jensen ' -  : . . . . . . .  : Cour tesySaan S e:~ ~ "~:.: ~ ,:'.~'~ ,~ i ' ,~  =,~. ' :uu  
_ '  t I n 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest  Spring Entered  Largest  Cohoe Entered  
During the Derby  wins During the Derby Wins 
A ROD& REEL A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy Courtesy 
Dalwa - Algonquin Daiwa - Algonquin 
i I 
+ GRAND PRIZE 
+ 
A . 
A LONG WEEKEND in.LASVEGAS 
A tr ip for 2 to Las  Vegas, ' ' 1 COURTESY 
Hote l  accommodat ion included CP Air  
Haida Travel  
Leaves Ter race  Oct. 11, 1979 ' Skeena Mal l  
Returns Ter race  Oct. 15, 1979 Merchants Asseelat lon 
To be awarded on..a draw basis-all entries eligible. 
-.Any salmon caught i n '  fresh 
water within a 50 mUg radius 
of Terrace is eligible, 
, Only fish weighed in at the  
OverWaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
s tore  hours  a re  e l ig ib le .  
RULES 
, A l l  entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
licence and an official entry 
form available at Overwaltea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
dose at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
-Employees  of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition Of the Daily Herald. 
OFF IC IAL  ENTRY FORM 
. . . . .  . , . . , . .  ~.,,,,,. I I  
l l l l l keena mall da l ly  hera ld  il 
S A n G  DERBY II 
Name . . . . . . .  To be om.,,t d 11 
" I /  : +Ak o'.]l + JWP ' - : '  I derby officials l ,  
Addrm - _ , -  .. - i 
--" II 
I . . . . . .  " ' "  . . . . . . . .  I I  
Post  . . . . .  I "__ ._ \ xl - I, 
k~7/ / . /  ~ ~ I official Weight _ '~.~..~ . . . . . . . . .  Io 
I! 
. , ,  I .  " . . . .  ~_ . . -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . -  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . , 
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SPORTS 
It's a reco,', I throw 
SAN JUAN (CP) -- 
Canadian Scott Neilson 
broke the PanAmerican 
Games record for the 
hammer throw, Olympic 
:champion Alberto Juan- 
torena of Cuba lost his 
second race and American 
and Guyanese runners hit 
the tape in a tangle in the 
women's 400 metres Thurs- 
day night. 
After the usual welter of 
protests, Sharon Dabney of 
!the United States was 
- awarded the gold medal and 
June Grfffith of Guyana took 
the silver. Both had identical 
• times of 51.81 seconds. 
Neilson, a 22-year-old 
~University of Washington 
:istudent from New West- 
minster, B,C., won the 
hammer handily over Cu- 
bans Gupllermo Orozco and 
Gcnovcvo Morejon with a 
tbss of 69.94 metres. The old 
.~anAm mark was 66.75, set 
PAN-AM 
, 
;AN JUAN tCP) - -  Medal 
standings after 186 events at the 
Pan-American Games: 
Gold all. Br. 
Uni ted States 93 s0 37 
Cuba 51 34 29 
Canada 21 36 54 
Argent ina 10 5 15 
Brazil 7 9 12 
Mexico 2 5 25 
Chile 1 2 6 
Venezuela 1 4 $ 
Dom. Republic 0 3 7 
Puerto Rico 0 3 6 
Panama 0 3 1 
Guyana 0 I 1 
Jamaica 0 
Bahamas 0 I 0 
Colombia '0  0 8 
El Salvador 0 0 2 
"Peru 0 0 2 
Neth. Antilles 0 0 1 
(Medal total does not equal 
total events because double sil- 
ver awarded in two finals and 
double bronze in a number of. 
events), 
in Mexico City four years 
ago by Lawrence Hart of the 
U.S. 
Orozco and. Morejon also 
bettered the former record 
with heaves of 68.48 and 67.66 
metres. 
Neilson, who will attend 
medical school at the 
University of British 
Columbia this fall, was not 
impressed with his winning 
throw, which fell more than 
:three metres hort of his per- 
sonal best. 
"I've been having trouble 
with my technique," he said. 
"I always perform betteghat 
Na-lt ional Collegiate 
Athletic Association meets 
because you get better 
competition. But it's my first 
international gold medal;.'~o 
I guess it has to he my No. 1 
thrill so far." 
Juantorena, the. i976 
Olympic champion at 400 
and 800 metres, suffered his 
second efeat in the 400 as 
Tony Darden, a 21-year-old 
American who was con- 
sidered his country's second- 
stringer behind Willie Smith, 
overhauled them both in the 
stretch to win in 45.1'1 
seconds.. J~t~.~a, who 
was secorid in Mon'day's 800, 
took another silver in 45,24 
and Smith was third in 46,30, 
Two tennis titles were 
decided as Susan Hagey 
downed fellowAmerican 
Tracy Lewis 3-6, 6-0, 6-2 to 
win the women's singles and 
Venezuela gained its first 
gold medal of the Games 
with a 6-4, 4-6, 6-3 victory by 
Marline Norega and Juan 
Bovera over Ann Hen- 
drickson and Ftiz Buehning 
of the U.S. 
Wendy Barlow of Victoria 
and Josef Brabanec of 
Vancouver lost a playoff or 
the bronze medal in the 
Light h~eavyweight Pat 
Fennel of Campbellford, 
Ont., received Canada's 
second boxing bronze -- 
flyweight Ian Clyde of Ga- 
tineau, Que., won the first 
Wednesday night -- after 
being stopped in the third 
round of the semi-final bout 
by Tony Tucker of the U.S, 
John Craig of Toronto and 
Peter Spurr of Vancouver 
both won their semi-final 
heats and led the qualifiers 
for today's 1,-500 metres 
final and Sharon Lane of 
London, Ont., and Cecilia 
Branch of Halifax qualified 
for the final of the women's 
100-metre hurdles. ~' 
Cuba won its third cod~ 
secutive Pan-Am gold medal 
il~ baseball, completing the 
schedule with an lt-3 victory 
over Pderto Rico and an 8-0 
won-lost record, The 
Dominican Republic, 7-1, 
and Puerto Rico, 6-2, took the 
next two places. The U.S., 5- 
3, was denied a medal in 
baseball for the first time in 
the history of the Games. 
Canada was eighth in the 
nine-country field with a 1-7 
recordL ~ '' . . 
ehami lobs, took the r'ollel"- 
hockey title over Brazil and 
Chile. 
The high'light of the night 
on the boxing card was 
Teofiio Stevenson's knockout 
of American Rufus Hadley in 
their heavyweight semi- 
final. 
Stevenson, the Cuban who 
has won tw o Olympic and 
two PanAmeriean gold 
medals, dropped the !S-year- 
old U.S. Marine with a 
decisive right hook at. the 
1:39 mark of the first round 
after a brief exchange of 
punches. 
In the best Canadian 
mixed oubles, bowing7-5,6- showing of the fencing 
4 to Alejandra Vallejos and competition, the women's 
Jaime Ordaz of Mexico. foil team gained a silver. 
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Tigers claw the Sox 
while fans maul field 
oneteam no show 
hour and l6 minutes after the lead the Brewers to a 5-3 Terrace International Skeena and Lachance 
second, game was to start, victory over Toronto Blue failed to show ' up for postponed their game but 
umpire Dave Phillips, the Jays. Thursdaynight~s' game they returned la ter  to 
crew chief, said the fieldwas New York Yankees were a~ainst Lacimnce at the play Skeena in a game 
unplayable and called the at Seattle in an AL, game. Riverside ball park. that did not officialy 
game. Chicago was at Cincinn0ti in count but was well played 
I -He said the matter of an NL gamedelayed more Ear l ier  in the evening nevertheless. 
whether the game should he than two hours by rain. ' 
forfeited by the White Sox for Bill Madleck. clubbed his r o f  
• not being able to control the 'first home run for Pitt- Fo coverage your  
crowd, or just postponed and ' s burgh, a tworun shotin the "1 
played at'a later date, Wasin seventh inningl to rally . the  loca l  sporting event call 
the hands of American Pirates to a s.3 victory and. 
League prbsident Lee Mac. extend Houston's losing n .  
Phail. ' streak to six games. DO'~ t a er 635- 6357 
,City workers put in hours to landscape Lower Little park here 
Parks becoming  a pr ior i ty  
The Terrace municipal 
council has recent ly  
created a comprehensive 
• : •% 
: I: I l~ 
i . 
0 
Great beer. Groat country. 
(•/ 
. ' taxpayers  
i~ ii. 
park  deve lopment  
program which is 
designed to beautify the 
municipal area, and one 
• ph~lse is nearly complete. 
ii~:ii: The first phase of this 
":i~? program began with a 
'..i!i::i:::. $50,000 investment in 
Lower Little Park which 
surrounds the municipal 
library, 
In charge of this new 
• program is Alderman 
Alan Soutar. This is the 
first year that council has 
allocated funds, for park 
de~,elopment and Soutar 
says he hopes $50,000 will 
be set aside every year 
for the development of 
parks throughout the 
municipal area. 
According to Soutar it 
was originally estimated 
that Lower. Little Park 
would cost the municipal 
$200,000, 
Soutar said Thursday he 
believes the final cost will 
be one half of that 
• original estimate. 
Lower Little Park is 
now near completion,, 
according to the planning 
division of the parks and 
recreation department. 
Over the next four years 
the city's new parks 
maintenance rew will be 
working to complete the 
pathways and gardens 
that will make  the park 
"a beautiful place". 
According to Soutar  
many residents of 
Terrace had a great deal 
of trouble associating the 
words "beautiful" and 
"Terrace" in the past. 
"The community a t  
large had a great deal to 
do with the creation of 
this program," Soutar 
said, 
MOUNTAIN HIGH 
CAMPING EXPERIENCE 
.' • SESS ION I 
i 
, July 23.27 
Age 12 and 13 
SESS ION II 
July 30-Auqust 3 ' 
Age 10and 11 
$40 per child 
Registration at Arena office until July 18 
for Session I, Until July 25 for Session Ii. 
A unique wilderness exper wnce under the 
guidance of qualified leaders. 
Co-spons0red .by Terrace and Kitlmat 
Recreation Departments. 
Call 638-1174 or 635-7841 for more In. 
formation. 
"Many people came to 
council meetings to voice 
their opinions. Some 
compared Terrace to 
Burns Lake." 
The  mun ic ipa l  
government has  also 
established a .fund for 
land acquisition recently. 
The fund provides city 
council with money for 
the purchase of property 
which will be used 'for 
recreation. 
Soutar said 20 acres of 
land have been pur- 
chased on the bench area 
for $70,000 to be used for a 
park. The area around 
the pool and arena will 
also undergo an intensive 
rejuvenation in the  
future, Soutur tolit the 
Herald. 
World Cup is next 
SAN JUAN, (CP) -- With 
the United.States ntering a
team of its own, the rest of 
the Americas are looking for 
golds at the Pan-American 
Games track and field 
competitions as getting the 
first step in the door to a 
berth on the World Cup 
team. 
"In fact, I'd say a win here 
would give them a foot and a 
half in the door," says Larry 
Eldridge of Ottawa, 
executive director ofhthe 
Canadpan Track anb Field 
Association. The assoclaton 
will he host to the World Cup 
track .and field meet in 
Montreal, Aug. 24-26, 
Eidridge was trying to. 
reduce the confusion that has 
existed concerning the World 
Cup qualifications. 
"We were told that if we 
either won here or finished 
behind the Amerlcaes we 
would automatically go to 
the World Cup~" said Angels 
Taylor of Toronto, a silver 
medallist in the women's 200 
metres Wzdmesday night. *'I 
haven't heard anything 
about a World Cup qualifying 
competition," 
Nor had many of the other 
athletes, although there had 
been speculation that the 
qualifying round might he 
staged in early August. 
Eldridge • said Thursday 
there will' be a qualifying 
competition i Quebec City, 
Aug. 11-12, and that any gold 
medallist other than 
Americans from the PanAm 
Games had a stranglehold oat 
a World Cup berth if they 
maintain their performances 
through the World Cup trials. 
He said the criteria World • 
Cup organizers would use 
was that gold medalllsts 
from the Pan-Am Games 
would be invited to the Cup 
qualifying meet in Quebec 
City, a second-place finisher. 
could also go at the dis. 
cretion of the Pan-Am 
Games committee. Com.  
pst itors finishing third might 
also be invited. 
Eldridge said winners at 
the Canadian Track and  
Field Championships at 
Sherbrooke, Qua., July.28.29, 
would also be invited to the 
qualifying round, 
Eight athletes from China 
have been invited to the 
trials, the first time track 
and field stars from that 
Country have participated in
an international meet 
abroad since 1954. 
A/Iother Idghlight of the 
qualify'ing meet in Quebec 
City is a planned tri-country 
pentathlondecatldon com. 
petition involving s ix .  
members  teams from the 
United States, Soviet Union 
and Canada. 
• . : s  . , .  . ..';; ,' ;.,=:/,/,•', ~.'. 
SPOR T C MEN'TI 
.:. by Ron BolIeau ' 
"You Gol fe rswho are not participating in this 
weekend's junior-senior tournament a t  the Skeena 
Valley Golf Course might play the Prince Rupert 
Centennial Course. Located at523 9th Avenue West, 
; not fa r  from downtown Prince Rupert, this course 
offers a~ interesting~/md scenic hallenge. The club 
pro MeeHays claims the course is in good condition 
,despite the civic employees strike earlier this year. 
,,; Th~ course was started back in 1967 as the city's 
centennial project, with play beginning in the'fall of 
1969. It was constructed largely on reclaimed land. In 
the spring of 1977, the club, through volunteer labour, 
constructed a lounge and expanded the small snack 
bar into an exceptable ating area.  
The course hqs some interesting holes, such as 
number three, a per  four, which is only 367 yards but 
leaves the average golfer with a difficult blind second 
shot o a tricky, slanting reen. The ninth is a per  four, 
406-yard hole, which starts f roman elevated tee and 
tapers 0ifto a'green well guarded by a creek just in 
front. The back nine finish with what should be two 
.easy par five'hales; one 456 yards and the other •4~7 
yards. However, you are usually tired by the time you 
reach these holes an~i end up not fairing as well as you 
would like, 
The•front nine stretch 2,$80 yards with a rating ot  
i par 34 While. the back side is a par 36 over 2,899 yards, 
: totalling 5279 yards for the eighteen. • 
Green fees are $6.50 for 18 holes or $4.25 for nine 
~holes. Membership fees are $220.00 annually, not in- 
'cluding a first year:initiation f $100.00. The'club has 
approximately 300 registered members at present. 
The course record is held by Barry Miles who shot 66 
back on September 10th in 1978 while playing in the 
Mess Club Championship. 
If you are interested in playing a round and would 
like to book a starting time you can call the pro shop at 
624-2000. You might first call your local weatherman. 
Prince Rupert's .weather is known to be. quite 
notorious. 
Rumour has it they usually have th~ summer on a 
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~,,,AND I~ IT'I"I~LIE, COACH, THAT NO 
VI.'31TINO 71"EAM HAS: Iv~pl5 A 
LAY-UP TNI.~. '~I~AN ~.// 
I 
l 
N th' 1 h'_ d o lng.. .:seems to  s ow m. .  own 
en~t all stems from my par ' o.t  .n,.ave Driving a'motorcycle -- a "A while ago in Northern their tricky task for most people Physically Disabled, to be pamper the. young boy. later, the mini bike gave up 
, i s  Just about he last thing held in Oshawa, about 25 • The result is :l~ambier had the ghost, but Lambier'slove Ontario, I drove an off-road blind children in the house 
one would expect Eric k i lometr~thwest  of the guts to tackle riding a affair with motorcycling motorcycle for two miles on and let them rot. Myparents 
lambier to do. Kendall, get'under way to- bicycle when* he was about didn't, back roady~ WHxgpemd haven't been that way. My 
But the feat simply revcala day. six years old. "I love motorbikes," he sitting on the hack of the parents don't stand in my 
the mettie of the owner of the Nothing seems to stand in "l would stand on astool to said. "A friend of mine living saddle gave directions, way." 
Canadian high Jump record Lambler's way. Wrestling get on my brother's bike," , - | 
for blind athletes, with sighted combatants, he lambie~ said. "I would go [ wwT~ s~ rnrwr'v n~'~ "~;" I r~ w'~ ~ | 
• This weekend, lambier, recently walked off with flvefeetandfall, thendoit | I [~. .41[~I /  I .~ I  l '1 [~. J .~ .~ l ' / '~ .  
I - '~ . . . . .  '--- '-"- - -  '- fourth s ' '~  in the Central over ""d over a "~'- ' , r r .  Z ~ • J-  ~ J . J v .  . .~ I,- 12, h~ two uut©r m~}' atmm • " 1 + P ' , . . . . . . . .  q " ~ 1  . , 5 . . . .  . " " " ~ . . . .  . " . " "1 . . . .  : "  ' ' " " ' .  ' . + " ' " "  " " ,  +'  q ; : " "1 . ' ' "1 " ~f0r the 60-metre"~i~]Sk6~llltio~i~:com~'i~ haff.~! reallywantedtb do it' I . . . .  • ............ , , ,a . , . , - . • - - - , ,  ' • " 
standing broad jump, two petition, so I practised for five or slx [ • Lamhier would work on the 
marks he bettered recently" 
at a meet which was not 
sanctioned. 
When he was th ree ,  hem's." 
lambier lost his sight in a Secretly, when he was 
shooting accident involving older, Lambier took out a 
It was an  easy  
SAN JUAN (CP) - -  It was 
like.steallng candy from a 
baby when Diane Jones 
Konthowski took the pen- 
tethlon gold medal at the 
• Pan-American Games 
earlier this week. 
.The Edmonton teacher- 
broadcaster had only to show 
• up for the final two events of 
the women's five sport 
~ o~am to take first place tar ailing American star 
Jane Frederick withdrew 
from the competitiOn. 
But the veteran track star 
was herself victimized 
Wednesday at the Holiday 
Inn Condado when someone 
switched her Canadian team 
hag as she was sunning 
herself at poolside. 
The bag contained all her 
m~ey, psssporl~ and credit 
cards as  well as 'the 
Canadinn uniform she was to 
wear for the medal 
presentation ceremonies 
that night. 
"I don't know how theygot 
it without anybody seeing 
them do it," she said 
Thursday. "It was right 
heslde me." 
Police and Canadian 
Olympic association ffldais 
were trying to play down .rite 
incident which is under m- 
vestigation, 
, "I just sent a telegram off 
to John saying pleasessend 
money," she added, 
referring to her husband, 
John Konihowski, a tight end 
with Edmonton Eskimos of 
the Canadian Football 
League. 
vancouver Province 
columnist Eric Whitehead 
was another victim of a rip- 
off artist.. 
He said Wednesday that 
someone had broken into his 
room in the security-tight 
Leguna •wing of the same 
hotel where many of the 
media coverlng these games 
are billeted, and took off with 
his watch and typewriter. 
With Canada's largest 
ever athletic delegation 
abroad, there was a need to 
have more administrative 
re0nnel at the village. 
rangements were made 
for only two Canadian 
coaches at the village to look 
after some 450 athletes. 
Canada's sporting 
delgetion eased the numbers 
discrepancy by installing at 
least •two coaches in the 
village as athletes --  Paul 
Poce of Toronto, entered in 
the 3,050-metre steeplechase 
and Peter Manning of 
Guelph, Ont., was a sub- 
stitute relay runner. 
Poco, who coaches the dis- 
tonce runners, is 42, while 
Manning, the sprhit coach, is 
48. 
Gold medallist weightlifter 
Terry Hadlow of Elliot lake, 
Ont., has been pinned by an 
lneredible doll. 
Paula, says the 21-ynsr-old 
phys.ed student a t  the 
University, of Ottawa, 
started coming to the 
weightllfling event and kind 
of adapted the team. 
'She also sat on his knee 
~d ga.ve him a kiss. 
Dating customs being 
what they are in Puerto 
Rico, when Paula came to 
pick Terry up for a date this 
week, she also brought her 
parents, wholmoved here 
from Ottawa about 10 years 
ago. • ' 
She's Just beautiful,.saya 
Terry, about half the size of 
Ellis Sehlegel, 
Paula also is 10 years old. 
• Canada lodged an official 
protest about the starting 
Wl l l  
time of the marathon race 
Saturday. The official 
starting time of 3 p.m. was 
cons idered somewhat  
dangerous for 'runners not' 
• accustomed to the heat of the 
island. 
and moved the starting time 
forward one hour-- to 4 p.m. 
"I suppose its better than 
nothing," said distance 
coach Mel Keeling of 
Fredericton. The sun is 
overhead until five, so this 
should mean. an hour less 
under the extreme glare. 
Runners and officials were 
concerned that the overhead 
sun could cause severe dehy- 
dration problems. • 
Runner Tom Howard of 
Surrey, B.C., said the 
compromise would make 
little difference in the 
temperature, "but we'll 
have the sun at a lower angle 
for an hour or so." 
The winner of the race, on 
a course laid out through the 
hotel section of the city, will 
likely finish in the dark. The 
sun sets around 7 p.m. h 
"I doubt if many will come 
in under 2~/~ hours," said 
Howard. "That kind of 
makes this a waste, since all 
you're after is a good time. 
That will be Impossible 
here." 
Game cancelled 
CHICAGO (/i~) --  The 
second game of a twi.night 
doubleheader between 
Detroit Tigers and Chicago 
White Sox was postponed 
Thursday when the playing 
field was deemed unplayable 
by umpire Dave Phillips. 
An Anti-Disco night 
promotion following the 
Tigers ru'stgeme victory 
sew more than 7,-000 fans 
s torm the  f ie ld ,  dest roy lng  
records, setting a bonfire In 
the outfield, burning banners 
and flinging records and 
firecrackers. One hour and 
15 minutes after the lecond 
game was to start, Philflps, 
the crew chief, slid the field 
was unplayable and called 
the game. 
The loss snapped 
Chicago's four-pme win- 
ning streak and Fred 
Howard, I-4, took the loss. 
The Tigers stole five 
bases, including two by Ron 
LeFlore, who has 47, tops in 
the majors. 
Gerry Dempster wants to train young men 
from the Terrace area to box. There are no 
registered boxing clubs in Terrace, but if 
Dempster gets a strong, response from the 
community that situation will change in the near 
future. 
"Anyone who is sports minded, can  play 
tennis, hockey or baseball; I Can make a boxer 
out of him, if he is serious," Dempster told the 
Herald. 
Dempster's record as a coach over the pest ten 
years speaks highly of his ability to motivate and 
• train, young men into champion b0~ers. LaSt  
year Dempster opened a boxing club in Kelowna 
which produced five 'champion fighters~ in. 
cludin~ . one national champion. 
Dempster said that' be wants "dedicated, 
serious" boxers to work with. "There is no real 
age limit," Dempster said. "Most boxers do not 
start before they have reached the age of ten 
however," he said. 
Dempster will not start the planned boxing 
club unless there is a "very strong" response 
from the community. If you are seriously in- 
terested in boxing leave your name with Gerry 
Dempster at All• seasons Sporting Goods. 
"D01T YOURSELF PLUMBING" 
ABS P ipe  C.S.A. approved  
on  SALE  for  th is  week  
. REGULAR SALE ' 
SIZE , PRICE 
1Ve Inches ,$8 .66 
2 Inches 1,~8 ,88 
3 Inches 2,39 1,79 
4 Inches 3,46, 2.59 
CHARLIE BELANGER 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
4436 Lake lse  Ave .  
TERRACE,  B.C. 635-9319 
Keep your cash n the bank Pay f rot and second equal payment In aovance - -  Tnon simply 
drive away the car or truck of your choice. All monlee paid can be applied to purchase. ~on- 
thly payment & terms based O,A.C, Molt makes and modols available. 
~4-3~-41 MONTH TERMS AVAILABLE 
'79 F250 4X4 '79 FORD PICKUP 
• S l l ipar  month 
For only 36 months, Total paid $7776 plus tax. 
Purchase option S2~7 at lease end or simply 
return, 
'79 FORD SUPERCAe 
$177 per month 
For only 36 months, Total pold $6372 plus tax, 
Purcheae option S2452 st lease end or simply 
return. 
' '79 Z |PHYR 
• S1|6 p i t  month 
For omy 36 months. Total paid S4530 plus tax, 
Pure_hose option S1750 at lease end or simply 
11S1 por month 
For on y 36 months. Total paid SM36 plus tax, 
Purchase option 12065 st lease end or simply 
refvrn. 
'79 ECONO.VAN 
l i s t  par month 
For only 36 months, Total pold S5724 plus tax, 
Purchase option $2190 at lease ~d or slmcdy 
return. 
" ' '79CHEV4X4qTON 
S l l lpor  month 
For only 36 mr31ths. Total paid $7776 plus tax, 
Purchase option S2~3Y at ladle end or '  simply 
He attends W. Rosy 
MacDonald school in 
Brantford, 5bqto when the 
famply used to growo 
tobacco.on theirS[aria' 
db~th~asl~'" of ..... KbhUall, 
tying machine. 
His mother said: "Erie 
has to pull his own weight 
around here. He's better off 
• for it." 
'When he was 11, Lambier 
really got interested in high 
jumping. Fog his Carmdiwn 
Class A blind record, he 
cleared five fezt,hene inch at 
last year's Ontario Games in 
Windsor. 
He doss the western roll 
because he only has to travel 
five metres to the bar. To do 
the backward flop would 
mean running 10 metres, 
which makes it too tough 
becanae the springing take- 
off must be precise. 
In all, he will pit his talents 
against other athletes m five 
different events: high jump, 
.broad jump, 60-metre dash, 
weightliftlng and discus. 
The Herald, Friday, July 13, 1979, Page I 
Try ing  for a record  
VANCOUVER (CP) " Stadium-- the meet is bei~ 
Craig Taylor will attempt to split between Empire and 
break a record which has Sw~mgardSladium Inncarby .. 
stood for 40 years at the Burngby - -  and Taylor lure 
Canadian junior Irack and spent he week faml l la r~ 
field championships.which himself with the . ru~\  
begin' tonight and end surface a t  Empire, where 
Sunday. he's never competed, 
The 18.year-old from the Taylor already holds the 
small Vancouver Island Canadian juniorlndosrlong 
community of Lazo wants to jumprecurd of 7.57 metru 
break the national junior and hopesolinr calm ap~ 
long jtunp mark of 7.§9 outdoors, not exceeding.the 
metres. The record is so old allowable wind factor of two ' 
that few people even metres a second. 
remember holder Sam More than 3O0 athlet~ are 
Richardson's past or his expected for the  com- 
present whereabouts, petition, which has served as 
The long jump competition a developing round for 
will be held at Empire young performers. 
The GOLD RUSH 
is onagain! 
I  Yusco, aoLo 
In B.C.'s Ir~ieridr. a new kind of gold has been 
discovered• Pure liquid gold. Pure, because it's 
brewed with clear mountain spring water. 
No preservaWes or other chemicals are added• 
YUKON GOLD is a light gold full.strength be~r. 
What a combination! - 
• GOLD Dmcover  . Now.  
Pil l  
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FIE Rn  RLL IEO BUILDER 
VOU.  HRVE THE 
cOmPETIT IVE  
'EDGE'  
As an independent Allied 
Budder for Genstar Housing 
Components Ltd. you'll 
enjoy a pi'ofitable dge on 
your competition. You can 
offer a full line of quality 
product and superior 
designs of single family, 
multi-family, apartments, 
townhouses,condominiums, 
duplexesand leisure homes, 
to any marketplace• 
As an Allied Builder, you'll 
site labour costs, site 
loss and damage costs 
• equipment costs, 
You'll enjoy the advantages 
of quick and simplified 
erection methods • efficient 
cosl control • less.paper 
work .  one step ordering 
• higher yields on money 
turnover • comprehensive 
sales training ° advertising 
services and marketing 
assistance •, financial 
save on design time • on- counselling• 
. # •,  • ;~ ,A¢" 
PA L ,  " . z - , ,  .. 
~.~Pf/ ! "~:L ,~ ' Gel the edge on your competition, 
Zt" r ~7,~. - -~ .  ~ . . .  " "~__ mall this coupon now for details on 
~ .~.:UL ~ ..' ,', ' how you can become an Allied Builder, 
~nstar  Housing 
I ] Please send literature! Components Ltd, 
2908 Rldgevlsw Dr, 
[ i Send a rep fastf Prince George, B,C. 
V2K 3R9 
NAMI Tel: (604) 962.9096 
),fin: Robin Taylor 
AI)I)Ill .%.'; 
I~ '!;IAI CIlI}I I'I IONI 
~ Ccm~l~mta  Ltd. 
I I I 
.~?: 
/i.! MCCOLL    i i/ 
REAL~ ESTATE SERVICES 
A. J .  McCOLL (Notarypublic] 
635-6131 " . . . .  
3239•-A: KALUM STREET ~ 
~age Friday, July 13, 1979 8,  The Herald, 
Well located Sav Mor on 
corner of Graham and 
Pear. 3 bedrooms all with 
wall to wall. Nicely land- 
scaped including fruit trees 
and berries. Metal storage 
shed. Heater in crawl 
space. Includes four major 
appliances. Greenhouse. 
Listed exclusively at 
• $32,000. 
RURAL RESIDENCE 
Looking for a country hide-away. How about this one? 
Older 4 bedroom home on 1.8 acres on north side of 
Skeena River at Usk. Fruit trees, garden area, out- 
buildings. Gross annual tax $139.00. Listed exclusively 
at $28,000. 
3 bedroom family: home on 
double lot on Halllwell. Lot 
nicely landscaped wlth 
large garden area. House 
may be purchased fur- 
nished if desired. Out- 
buildings Including In- 
sulated vegetable storage. 
Owner leaving town. 
Listed at $45,000. Open to 
offers. 
LAKELSE LAKE 
Waterfront property with boat access only. Propery is 
70'x250' and Is high and dry with good beach. Listed 
M.L.S. at $10,000. 
Waterfront property with road access near mouth of 
river. 89' of lake frontage• Listed M.L.S. $13,000. 
I 
I 
Although furniture may 
characterize the style of a 
room, there is nothing 
like wallcoverings to set 
the mood and bring 
everythIng together. 
..This is part icu lar ly  
evident when it comes to 
the more tradit ional  
designs, because they can 
capture some of the 
inherant charm of our 
Heritage l lomes and 
bring it into our modern 
day lives. Yet they have 
none of the drawbacks of 
Fine Traditional Walicoverings Offer 
i'/th-18th Century C.harm 
their forerunners, for chltectural feature of a chandelier,  over the 
many of today's 
,wallcoverings have the 
appearance, texture and 
,,nlor~ of the 17th and 18th 
centurywalipapers, but 
are stain-resistant and 
scrubbab le ,  even dry- 
strippable. 
• ."Wal lcoverings can 
help recreate the comfort 
and sense of well-being of 
a tradit ional  home, 
particularly In a dining 
room where the ar- 
chair raN, In particular, dining table • would  
immediately brings back complete the picture. 
the look of the past," says . .Wallcoverings and' 
Mary P rud 'homme,  fabrics which can provide 
Design & Color Con- 'these and other ln- 
suitant for Sunworthy teresting effects can be 
Wallcoverings. " I ,  our found in the Colonial 
f ine  old tradit ional Homes collection ,from 
• homes, the dado or area Sunworthy. The 
below th,~ ,'.hair -* ,  was wallcoverings are pre- 
of wood, • paint or pasted, stain-resistant, . 
wallpaper. Thia very. sc rubbab le  and com. 
# 
flavor to this kitchen. Beams and chair rail are of natural 
stained wood and cabinets and window trim are painted In a 
fairly strong yellow which brings Out the color of the flowers 
In the wallcoverlng for a unlfled look. The pre.pasted, stain. 
resistant, scrubbable and dry-strlppable wallcoverlng 'is 
from the Heritage Homes collection by Sunworthy. (Photo 
by Sunworthy Wallcoverlngs) 
country setting, s acres on 
Old Remo Road. 3 year old 
home. S bedrooms, large 
dining and living room, 2 
fireplaces, 2t/~ bathrooms. 
Ideal large family home. 
Asking $58,000. Call Horsf 
or Chrlstel Godllnskl• MLS 
m ~ m ~ m m m  
Horseshoe area - prime 
location and close to 
schools. 3 bedroom family 
home, very attractive and 
well kept. ,,Some of the 
tea lures sO~',~' 2 fireplaces, 
ensuite plumbing, built.in 
vaccuum and intercom 
systems and only 6 years 
old. Basement completely 
finished. If you are in- 
terested call Horst or 
Christel Godllnskl. 
to sell; Try you offer on 
this 3 bedroom IV= bath 
mobile home at Cop. 
perside. Living room has 
Frankl in fireplace. 
Property needs land. 
scaping. If you're tired of 
paying rent, why not 
Property at Gossan Creek. 
2.44 acres. One house has 
1100 sq. ft. the other is 
• approximately 700 sq. ft. 
Good rental possibilities. 
Try an offer on this in- 
vestment property. For 
information call Judy. 
1400 sq. ' ft .  home with 
family kitchen. Laundry 
room on main floor, fenced 
yard with good garden 
area. Judy has the in. 
formation of this. 
Located in . popular 
Caledonia subdivision this 
new 4 bedroom home is 
avai lable immediately.  
Priced at S6S,O00 and open 
to offers. Muriel has more  
information. 
A hideaway at Lakelse 
Lake is listed at $32,$00. 
Winterized" 2 bedroom 
home needs some 
redecorating. 75'x200' lot is 
5 minutes from beach. Call 
Muriel  to view this 
property, then make an 
offer. 
New listlngl An •excellent 
starter home in A1 con. 
dition qualifies for CMHC 
financinQsoLD bedrooms, 
sliding patio doors to 
sundeck, nicely landscaped 
yard Murlel has all the 
details about this home 
which is priced at $37,000. 
Eight unit motel on High. 
way 16 West. Two bedroom 
managers suite, paved 
yard area and some 
refurbishing completed. 
Good family I~usiness for 
husband and wife team• 
Call Kelly for further 
details. 
Opportunity to own e 
business. Corner store 
with Nving quarters, good 
cash t!ow and room for 
expansion. All equipment 
inclu.e~ and proprietor 
considering offers. Call 
Kelly for full details. 
Grow .your own fruit and 
vegetablesl Home on half 
acre lot, close to primary 
and e~=m=nfary schools• become a home owner. For 
Information call Judy. Fully serviced trailer sites Part basement with third 
wallpapers used as a 
backdrop behind a 
camelback sofa or other 
fine furniture, with a 
companion snow crystal 
design in reverse •tones 
used on adjoinIng walls. 
The effect can be quite 
charming. 
. .Some of the less formal 
t rad i t iona l  pat terns  
avai lable today lend 
themselves very well to 
the popular country looks 
in decorating. 
:.If you have a new home 
or are renovating a not- 
so-old one, you can 
achieve the country ef- 
fect w i th  a l itt le 
ingenuity. For Instance,  
for a country look kit- 
chen, i t 's  fa i r l y  easy fo re  
do- it -yourselfer to Instal l  
mock beams or Just a 
s imple wood str ip to fo rm 
a chair rail. Then you 
could use a wallcovering 
in an all-over chIntz for a 
cosy feeling and give the 
cabinet doors a lift with a 
coat of paint that brings 
out one of the colors in the 
Wallcovering. Select a 
co-ordinating fabric for 
eafe curta ins,  a table 
cloth and seat cushions, 
add a few Colonial ac- 
cessories and the country 
.look will be complete. 
. .For  those who are 
lucky enough to live in an 
old home with all the 
tradiUonal character and 
architecture Including a 
chair ruil, it is easy to 
achieve this country look 
in a dining room for 
example,  simply by 
choosing suitable com- 
panion wallcoverings and 
fabrics. You could' use 
companion papers such 
as a large scale Colonial 
harvest design above the 
chair rail with a com- 
panion petit fleer stripe 
below. • Fabric in the 
harvest design could then 
be used for draperies and 
seat cushions. A brais 
If. you like the idea of 
country l iving close to 
town, this house will appeal 
to you. Over an 
acre of land with 3 bedroom 
1130 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home 
on Skeglund Avenue. 2 
fireplaces, IV2 baths rec 
room and sundeck are only 
a few of the exceptional 
features of this home. 
Economically heated by 
natural gas. Call Christel 
or Horst Godlinski for 
viewing. " 
Come and v iew our new 
homes. Quick possession 
can be arranged. All have 
wall to wall carpeting, 3 
bedrooms, full basements, 
natural  gas and wood 
heating systems. Located 
in good residential areas. 
Prices are from Sag,SO0 to 
$66,000. To view call Horst 
or Christel Gedlinski. 
3 bedroom family home. 
Fireplace in living and rec 
room. Attractively lend. 
scapod with fruit frees. 
Fenced back Yard. 
Located in Uplands area 
close to elementary school. 
Asking $65,S00 . Call 
house on Krumm Rd., with 
480 sq• ft. of sundeck over 
the carport. Good area for 
gardening, also for 
chickens end horses. Call 
Judy for more information. 
bedrooms. All carpeted. 
avai lable immediately,  bedroom and second bath. Features many extras. 
Located on Simpson Asking SAS,S000. Call Kelly Completely finished up and 
Crescent. Murlelhas more for );our appointment to downstairs. New carpets. 
information, vlewl For details call Horst or 
I 
Starter home on quiet Attract ive no basement Christel Gedlinski. MLS 
street. Three bedrooms, home with large kitchen, Good starter home for a 
four piece bath and large fami ly room and 3 young family. 800 sq. ft., oil 
lot area. Attached carport • ! heat, 3 bedrooms. Located ~ " : ~  
ann.  established land. Recent ly  extens ive ly  on ~/3 acre on Mcl)eek 
scaplng. Asking $34,S00. remodelled. Asking Avenue. Priced at $30,$00. 
Call Kelly and lets talk S32,000. Call Horst or Call Christel or Horst ~ 
homesl MLS Christel Gndlinski. Godllnski for more details. 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD - THE BUYER FINDERS , I  , . . . , ,  
Exceptionally attractive 3 | r ~  
bedroom home on Yeo St. II 
Features many extras. II 
Co pletely finished up and | 
downstairs. New carpets. | 
For details call orst or | ' ~  
oo  start.or o e for a II 
yo  fa ily~ SO s ~ ft,~ oH | 
oo II 
o  '/3 acre o  cDeek II 
. ri  t'S ,|00. II 
alI.  r isfel or orst II 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  - 635-5397 KELLY  SQUIRES - 635-7616 
MURIELNEALE - 635-2944 CHRISTEL  GODLINC~k' I  _ 635.5397 
JUDITH JEPHSON . 638-1652 FRANK SK IDMORE .6"35-$691 
Preferred Realty World Clients May Receive a 10 Percent Discount on a Budget Truck Rental 
PLANNINOTO RE-LOCATE? " ' 
There are now over 2,000 Realty World offices and growing fast. We have of flees in all these 
locations in British Columbia. 
Surnoby Richmond Powell Rlve'r Oliver Prince George 
Delta - Vancouver Campbell River Cranhrook Houston 
Tsawassen White Rock Duncan Trail Smithers 
Maple Ridge . Dawson Creek Honey Per.litton Prince Rupert 
North Delta Nelson Victoria Vernon Kitima! 
North Vancouver Abbotsford Kelowna Quesnel Chetwynd 
Port Coqultlam Mission Okanagen Falls William.; Lake Karat)grimy 
We also have offices throughout Alberta. We would be happy to procure informat ion for you 
or errange a referral to any of these locations. For more information contoct our office. 
EVENIN~.: 
PHONi=S 
same look can easily be pletely dry.-strippable. 
achieved with today's The companion fabr ics 
companion are 100 screen printed 
wallcoverings." cotton, 44" wide. 
• .You ' l l  f ind companion tradltlonal__s.eltlng. (Photo.by "Sunworthy Wallcoverlngs.) 
• wallcoverings that can be 
used to unify rooms or to 
define ureas such as In a room. In  a [ PRUI)EN & 0URRIE L T D  
typical traditional set- (1976) i 
Sing. you might see a D/r i f t  Im l~ l , / , . - , . ;  , , , , .  ESTATE geometric s'tencfl type of 11ERRACE'S 00i SEIIVIOE 
design similar to those popular in early 4648 Lakebe  venue 636-6142 
LOVELY HOME - EX-  
CLUSIVE SETTING 
Larger 3 bedroom home 
with nice features: Family 
room adlolnlng kitchen, 
built in microwave oven, 
utility room. Basement 
has planned area for 
sauna. Call Bob Sheridan 
for an appointment to view. 
COMFORTABLE.HOME,~.  
REASONABLY PRICED 
4 bedroom home, 2 
bathrooms, sauna, rec 
room with bar. Located in 
a nice residential area. 
Contact Bob Sheridan for 
further details. 
LOTS OF SPACE • 
Cosy •2 bedroom home 
located on 3/4 acre lot In 
Thornhill . 2 fireplaces. 
Family room off kitchen. 
Also 20x24' 'heated and 
insulated shop. Carport, 
greenhouse. A well cared 
for property.  Asking 
$41,000. Call Dick Evans 
for viewing. 
MOBILE  HOME.  OH S 
ACRES 
With barn and corral. 
Located in Jack Pine Flats. 
.For details call Dick 
Evans. 
R1 RESIDENTIAL LO1 
Exce l lent  res ident ia l  
building lot In Caledonia 
Subdiv is ion,  Labe l le  
Avenue. Call Danny 
SherJdan for further 
details. 
NEW LISTING 
3 bedroom home wi th  
basement situated on large 
lot 90x264. 4th bedroom 
3osslble in basement. 
Dining room. 5undeck off 
kitchen. Carport. To view 
Call Dick Evans. 
LOW PRICE IN USK 
L.oca,ed on the railway s!de 
~f .he. ,~r. this large older 
home ~ provide. Inex- 
perceive, ng out of town. 
For 'urt - part iculars 
phon.: R..Js', I jungh. 
| I 
JUST LISTED 
Attractive 3 bedroom home 
conveniently located In. 
Horse Shoe area. Close to 
schools and shopping. 
15'x23' living room with 
fireplace . carpeted and 
tas te fu l ly  decorated  
throughout. Privacy on a 
large landscaped lot. Call 
Dick Evens~for*detalls. 
RURAI,~HOME. ~ . 
3 bedroom home situated 
on 5 acres on Old Remo 
Road. House Is on concrete 
block foundation and has 
cedar siding exterior.  
Contact Bob Sheridan for 
further details. 
WESTVIEW DRIVE  
HOME 
Over 1200 sq. ft. of living 
space with white limestone 
fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 
carpeting, carport,  con- 
crete rear  .sundeck, 
finished laundry room, and 
roughed In plumbing and 
fireplace In the basement. 
To view phone Rusty or 
Bert. 
COMFORTABLE HOME . 
WELL LOCATED 
Good 4 bedroom home on 
Tuck Avenue. This Is a 
well located, neat, clean 
home which was recently 
recarpeted.. Contact Bob 
Sheridan for details. 
NICE AND NEAT 
Attractive 3 bedroom home 
within walking distance to 
town, full basement, 4 
bedroom and bathroom In 
the basement. Property 
landscaped and fenced 
with storage shed In the 
rear. Phone Rusty or Bert 
CHOICE AREA FOR 
SCHOOLS 
Attractive split level home 
nearing completion and 
featuring wal l .  to wal l  
carpeting, fireplace, eating 
,area in the kitchen, ensulte 
plumbing and 3 bedrooms. 
Basement area is Insulated 
and rough finished to the 
floor. For viewing phone 
Bert or Rusty Ljungh. 
4002 PARK BUNGALOW 
Home almost completely 
re-newed with modern 
gourmet kitchen, 5 plece 
bathroom, 4 bedrooms, gas 
heat and hot water, cedar 
exterior, attached carport 
and many more features 
that must be viewed. 
Large corner lot with a 
variety of trees Including 
• fruit trees. To view phone 
Rusty or Bert Llungh. 
I CENTRALLY ' LOCATED 
SPLIT LEVEL 
Surprisingly different 
interior with large 
fireplace, built in range 
and oven in the kitchen, 
family room off kitchen 
.with t/2 bath and laundry 
area, plus 3 bedrooms, 
sundeck and full basement. 
To see interior contact 
Bert or Rusty LIungh. . I  
I 
ATTRACTIVE POST & 
BEAM INTERIOR 
1300 sq. ft. of fine living 
space with a large family 
kitchen, excellent quality 
carpeting, two fu l l  
bathrooms, lots of closet 
space and a full basement 
with two finished bedrooms 
and 4 piece bath. Call 
O, , .~  . . . .  ¢1 . . .  I I . . . .  L . _  I 
I ~ U  R U I  UUI I I  I I~ l l l~  ~1111 • 'V lv lml  
full basement, fireplace, Located close to town this I 
electric heat, and two bedroom home ls nlcely sat 
finlsh(~d basement rooms, up with combined kitchen. 
Lot is level, landscaped l iv ing.dining area, car- 
end has good garden soil. pared and with a centre 
Properly could be dlvlded fireplace. Priced at $28,000. 
into twolots. Contact Rusty Phone Rusty Liungh to 
or Berl Liungh. view. 
JOHN CURRIE - 7911-2:!55 BERT LJUNGH . 635.5754 
bO6 SHERIDAN - 635.2664 RUSTY L JUNGH - 535-5754 
D ICK EVANS-635-70611 • DANNY SHERIDAN - 635.5327 
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Women saidkillers 
LAUSANNE, Switzerland resistance, in bridge, you 
(AP) -- Actor Omar Sherlf, have to'be strong, Sharif 
known off-screen for playing said in an interview 
bridge, says women should published Thursday. 
continue *o be barred from . . . . .  . . . . .  
" -  ~ ~ . , , . , ; , , . .h ; .o  Snarls, mvlten sere to act tile op.n cna. . .v . , , .o . . .vo  ~ . . . . .  , 
,. because thor  lack" the  k i l ler  as mooeravor m me current 
;n . t im,  t "  " European bridge cham- 
"'"1~,='--~' m.n aimnlu h,~tt~,r plonshtps, said the sport was 
play"ers'~ lik--e i ; '~lt 'e~ sI}orts: a great comfort in old age. 
Women do not have the same 'When you get old, what 
concentration or physical else is there to do? hesaid. i 
. .. , , f ,  ga&l ,  
1 i I t 
L ~£~"~)~---- 624-2621 or 624.3359 & DRIVE.IN I I I  ,~ve. W. at 6th St 
~ V V V V V V V V V V  
,~ ~ MOTOR HOTEL 
• Invites You To Visit and Enjoy 
DENNISan ,JAN 
Playing Again In 
\ 
DANCING 9-2 
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
J 
******************************  
4( 
Yo ungs ters These Terrace youngster's are baying fun this summer Registration continues for the other classes to start on " , . ~ , ~  
t 
and learging about drama at the same t/me. The full July 23 and Aug. 6 respectively. Persons interested in 
class in the first session is in top picture and three registration should telephone 635-3625.  laV here students perform a small skit on stage at bottom. Photoby Brian Gregg 
Saving 
pennies 
cost him 
his car, 
bruises 
NORTON, W.Va. (AP) -- 
State Delegate Tom Clark 
was trying to save gasoline 
and .it isnd~d him in ****.Mr**--************************* 
Republican hospital, I ~ ~ [_ . . ,~  ]~ The M(mongalla County ir[T   
said he 'was ENTRE 
driving on u.s .  33 near the 
Rundolph County com- 14  ~ t.'.% t...% PASSES 
mtmity of Norton on Tuesday 
zzlght when he decided to ~ Hidden somewhere in the 
coast down Punklntewn Dip. 
He turned off his Ignition and I . ' J  
that's when the t roub le  ~ paper are two Terrace 
started. 
"The s teer ing  wheel ['-i~ phone numbers. 
locked," Clark said. 
Pollee said the ear ~ Findthem, andlfoneisyoursyou,ve 
l BI "ii 
dropped off the right side of 
flee road and went straight ~ ~m~ won. ,~ 
for several feet before Pick up your tickets at the Herald 4( 
slamming Into a tree . . . .  office I 3212 ]Calm St, . ~. 
Izmcer Vodka 
just umed 
40. 
• Ceh'~tight. 
G., s 
I 
40.z 
Aha dv, td, lbh' In 2~ . :  
The practical size! 
Park & l:ilfotO CanaOa inc. 
Vancouver, Canada. 
Calypso Rum 
• .justturned 
40 
Celebrate tonight, 
4( 4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 ~ i:;i !i  i i; , 
4( 4( 
4( • 4( / ' .~ 4(4(4( SHOWING AT 8 P.M.. ,4(4( /.. . . . .  /~ " :::~:~.::,~,. 
~, JULY 11-14 Restricted ~ / '\ 
4( ' " " 4( i ! 
: The Champ 
4( ' t (  
• * Matinee 2 p.m. 
4( • 4( 
JULY 14 
Revenge of the Gladiator 
4( • 4( 
4( 7 & 9 p.m. , 
4( . 4( 
4( .~ 4( 
JULY 8.14 , 
The Great Train Robbery -~ 
.¢ .¢ 
4( . 4( 
JULY 15-21 Restricted 
t(  4( 
-FULL FACILITIES- 
- ONI I fE . ' f£  t 
CANADIAN FOOD- 
-AIR OONDITIONED- 
-DINING LOUNGE- 
-BUSINESS LUNOHES- 
Mon. to Fri, 11am - 2 pm 
~I ~, . - ' I ' I IU I{~.  I I  a . , . . -12  l ) .m.  
I"I{ i .  & SAT .  I I ; l . l i l .  - 2 ;I.III. 
1643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 635-6111 
4(M7. 
The practical size! 
Palk 8, 101ford Canada lnc 
V;IncotlvPf. Cafloda 
I • 
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Madalena Medeiros 
has spring wedding 
Joe Arruda, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. dQCarmo Arruda. 
The wedding took place on 
April 21st, 1979 at 3 p.m. in 
Manuel's banquet hall with 
A beautiful spring day was 
the setting for the exchange 
of vows for Madalena 
Medelroe, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Joav Medeiros and 
.......... ~' !,'.~.,:.~:~.~c.~,~L" '. .." ,; ', " . . . .  " 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe  Arruda 
Photo  cour tos tY  l ln ' |P110fo  S tud Io  
Father Jim Jordan of- 
flcieting. 
Standing up for the groom 
were his best man Fernando 
Carrels and his ushers 
Lauds Botelthe, Marl 
Botelho, LUl Praticante, Joe 
Praticante, Paul Cigreau 
and Armendo deMedeiros. 
Music was played by Fred 
Patvin as an introduction 
and for the bride's walk. 
The color theme for this 
spring wedding was brown 
and yellow and the 
bridesmaids Helen Repose, 
Maria deSilva, Theresa 
Praticante, Tina Medeiros, 
Matilda Medeiros, Maria 
Medeiosa, all wore beige 
dresses with gold trim. They 
each wore a small brown 
rose at the end of their 
sleeves and carried a 
parasol surrounded with 
yellow daisies ou the tips. 
The bride also kept with 
the yellow theme as "she 
carried a bouquet of yellow 
roses and carnations. The 
yellow roses cascaded own 
the front of the bride's 
pleated gown. They were 
attached with strips of lace. 
The gown else was accented 
with puffed sleeves and a 
floor length lace veil. 
Not to take away from the 
bride's day, the mother of 
the bride wore a simple 
beige gown. 
The reception was also 
,held at the Manuel's banquet 
.hell. 
John.Medeiros came from 
Toronto for the occasion and 
telegrams were received 
from many corners of the 
world. For going away outfit 
the bride wore a pale blue 
matching outfit consisting of
skirt and blazer. The new 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Arruda will 
be residing .at 3319B 
Thomson Street in Terrace. 
' • ' ,  , :~e , ' t , , ,geW" 
i i  , • 
::;iiil 
:!!;i 
• 2i 
~: i ~ 
St. Mary's Catholic Church in Hazelton. 
' ~ ~;!~  I:-~~ • 
i: .!.:: '~!i'. 
. :~i~ 
Photo by Brian•Grog0 
Mr; and Mrs. Henry Davidson 
Photo couriesty Ken'a Photo Studio 
Lucy ,Fernanda Pii'es 
• daughter, of Mr. & Mrs.. F. 
Pires, and Henry Lloyd 
Davidso~ son of Mr,'& Mrs. 
L yP" uc  I res  
marries here 
. '  • [ 
B.R. Davldson, were Joined 
in holy matrimo~, on June g,. 
lO70 at l:O0 P.M, bY Father. 
JimJordon,. at the Sacred 
Heart Church in Terraee~ 
The bride was given in, 
marriage by her father~ 
ATTEND THE OHUROH 
OF YOUR ¢H0 CE 
Fernando Pares. 
Yellow and red were the." 
theme behind this ear ly  
bummer wedding with the  
bridesmaids in light yellow 
dresses and carrying dark; 
i & yellow flowers. I green The maid of honoars were 
• Paster Bob tesyk , . I 
l 
Alvlna Davldson and Dora 
Duarte. Standing with the 
' ~om~re. the .  I~est. men i .~. '~" i t ~.  :. :. ' , ~..635-2807' ~ |! ~,,~,,~. ..... ~i~,.,"."~ ,,~ • ~ .~ ..,,~,~ . . . . . . .  . . . .  
• . , Robert A, Davidsou, Joe 
• ~ ~,~ ' 9:45a.m. Bible Teaching ' . -~  , - -  AlbertPirss' Pires.J°se F: Pires,. and 
" ~  Sunday School. ', , ~  . ~ Saving the best for last, the 
bodice and sleeves• r~flnd We:d~e:~rY e 8~vOOH°meaBi ~ 'elaStn~:,ie st]aJ~ Reto,med ChU cu,s and seoop.d n k. 
Corner Sparks and geHh • " P . . , ' / I h / -~ ,  s - f l  ' Sparks Street and Slraum, Avenue' ~ TO accent he dress a',ong 
flowing veil with high 
Pastor Paul Hohninger ~ ' ~  Reverend S. Van Oaalen : / theheadpieCe'red andT° go alougwidte ~ainWith 
• Home 635-§300 ~ " , - ~ S~ndacy ;chool-:Terrace 10:00a.m. / cascading roses. ' 
SundaySc o l9"45am ' " U daySchoo I -Remol '00pm The mothers both kept 
. . . .  ~ • ' 5' ' " " ' a red silk dress with white • / ~ .  ~ ~ ~ ~.~f~ ~ .O0p.m. WorshtpServtce / . , . mothei" of the bride wearing 
trim and the mother of the. 
[ 4726 " Avenue 635-9019 ' [ . ' groom wearing arose pring • ' • ' ' " • " ' ' '" ' design with white, ae- Lazelle ' ' oesorles.. 
There were a number of 
out of town guests including . 
Mrs. L. Brown; from the 
| Sunday Services. 10:00a.m.' [ * ' Queen Charlotte Islands, 
• . ~ "  "~.  Sun'day School. Adults Discussion. ~ , . , ~ .  Mrs. Gloria Martynuik, 
• ~ " ~  11:00a.m.-HoyCommunionforthefamily / . . . ~  Anne Martynuik, Diane 
" ~ M,nlster: Reverend Lance Stephens. 635-5855 ~"  . ' ~ andBr°Wh'Mrs.EdwardR. Cross,Brawn'Mr• andMr' : 
. / Men :nite Brethren Church George)Mrs• Marbjn ul~ (P rh lCeD. .  Creshy Queen 
Charlotte Is lands,Henry 
4830 Straumo Avenue, Terrace 635-2312 ~ ~ • 6 Eby Street 635 3016 ~ MarffordHertel Q.C.I Corm.Lois Cabral,and 
~v~. , .~  ,:~o~ ~ / S A L V A T I O N  A R M Y ~  . / .  wifeReverendLiz. J',williams and!, 
"~= SUNDAY MASSES ]gl:OOa.m ' / ' 4637 Welsh Avenue b~ ~ lO:00a.m. Sunday School . / theF°rherg°ingaway'°utflt";bride selected a brown,, 
..7':~..~'~. '  . / "  ' SUNDAY ~v,.~_~ . ~ l l ' 00a  m Fami yWorsh p S e r v i c e .  . . ~ ' velvetsultwlthwhlta blouse i 
"~= / " 9:30a.m. ChrishanEducahon HO~ " ' ~ / . andtheyyel]ow'corsage,return form Aftertheir, 
• ] . 11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service ~1 ' . honeymoon trip in Hawaii,. 
• " _l  7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Weleomas  I • . ' . the new Mr, and Mrs. H. b::. 
,~l TUESDAY NIGHT ~ : . . . . . . .  I . . : • Davidson will reside at B-If 
~l '7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting ~0U TO I . , 1885 Queensway Drive in  
~' ' WEDNESDAY ' nw~hin w nlp=0rs"- II . . Terrace, B,C. ' 
J SATURDAY owsh ip  war=nip  i . . . . . .  ~ L 7:30 p,m. Ladies Home League Fellowship ,. - ' " 
If NOV IIIIIT;n P.MIIIIIfiM ~ Christian Counselling 
4907 Lazelle Avenue ~ ~pimre;gu~;RYesWelrf:et:: /CHRIST LUTHERAN (;;HURCH  
< Minister Reverend Dave Martyn ~ '  Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue ~ q~'~i 
' Reverend Rolf Nosterud'635-6882 . / 
635-8014 . ' .  / " ~ Reva l  Morn ing  Service 11' .00a.m.  ' / 
• " " / (?.HIIR H SundaySchool, Conf i rmaf lon~ 
3341 R|ver Drive Terrace, B.O. 538-1561 
e 
Reverend R,L, White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
' Reverend R.L. White / 
Morning Worship 11:00a.m. / •  
• . ~ EveningWorshlp7:30p.m. ' ' ~ 
i , • "~ Prayer Service Wednesday 7: 30p.m. ~ 
the MOSt Famous Basket oa the Workl '• 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lois Mohninger - 63S.$309 
Evelyn Anweller 635-5571 
I I 
i 
Aircraft b uLys may not help us 
MONTREAL (CP) -,- to specific offset, deals craft purchase in Canadian the offset programs were pr~spects for an extouston of
Billions of dollars in aircraft requiring foreign aircraft history was Air Canada's satts{aetory." the contract. 
orders f rom Canadian companies to spend par -  order this week for l2 Bceing Long before Air Canada 
~)l~ne: s~r~'t nec.~sarlly tieular amounts .on 767 widehodied, :twin-jet announced its decision, the Canadalr, aCrowncorpo- . . . . . . . .  
g rge oz orders to Canadian.made psrts, al~raft with options on 18 Seat t le -based R.n~in~ ranonwmvnunawa s ys p~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  °"O 
~eronantic firm. s in Canada, "There are no specifie more. Delivery is to begin in company awarded a con..wants old to the private 
naus~ry ann government commitments, but there are 1982. tract to Canadair Ltd. of sector, also has a contract to 
Montreal to build r - - -  producethebewelseetlonfor 
spokesmenAir CanadasaY'of Montreal wegeneralare imonitoring,"agreements' whiChsaid The 767 edged o'ut the fuselages for the first 33~ • 100 Boeing 747 aircraft. 
annsunced thla week it would Rober{~Haack, head of,the Airbus A-310, which also. 7678 off the prodaetion line. Another company that 
spend up to $1.6 billion to buy i ~drespaco division of the seats about 220 passengers. Boeing estimates the total landed big Boeing contracts 
un many as ~0 Boning 797 air~ department of industry, Uneonfirnied reports  preductianr~ will be bet- is Garrett Manufacturing 
craft. Earlier this year, the trade and comm(~ree, suggested the Airbus In- ween 750 and L050 aircraft, Ltd. of Toronto, a subsidiary 
federally-owned airline said "What we have are  dastrla consortium, which and Canadair spokesman of Garrett Co~. of Los 
,~7w::bc~uYi:g111~o~B,,,,,~g general umbrella groups mnnufaeturei, s from" Re, P i* ler  said the Air. Angeles, Garretts Toronto 
several western European Canada deal Sweetens .plant is producing v . . . . .  agreements covering un- countries, had offered a 600 
1011-500 atrcraft. . dertakings to do certain more enticing offset package 
CP Air of Vancouver is indu 
~Ying14m~'eBoning7ff'/s thingsat.certainilmes. The than Boeing. • Fisheries stry 
big airerelt builders have ."Industrial spinoff is 
and four McDoanell-Donglas ongoing relations with fundamentally the interest of 
DC-10s. Both airlines wlll Canadian subcontract,s, the Canadiangoverument,'" aid ol 
announce more purchases but there is no direct eause said Inn Macdonald, Air S not a s ution 
within the next few months, and effect relationship Canada's director of 
and regional carriers in. between an aircraft order development and Operations 
eluding Pacific' Western and a contract to a Canadian engineering. "In both cases 
Airlines ef 'Calgary and firm, 
Nordair of Montreal areaiso "The two are decoupled. 
expanding their fleets. 
Canada's bill for civilian 
airliners in the next 10 years 
will reach an estimated $11 
billion, most of it going to 
United States . aircraft 
builders, and that doesn't 
include new aircraft for 
military use. 
But government 
spokesmen say Ottawa is 
reluctant to tie the Imrchases 
Air Canada, for instance, 
can assess the aireraR it will 
buy on purely technical 
grounds, and in parallel, the 
aircraft companies have 
undertakings they have 
negotiated with us." 
Haank, who declined to go 
into specifies, aid industrial 
offset deals are an accepted 
part of military purchases 
but not of civilian aircraft 
purchases. Canadian firms 
are winning contracts, he 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The East Coast fisheries against 
federal government ' is advice from federal officials 
allowpng overcrowding of in a political move to find a 
unemployment, a fisheries 
expert has charged. 
EARNI • Canadian studies at Simon • Fraser University, said 
Fisheries Minister James 
McGrath's recent removal of 
restrictions on fishzrmen 
Dalmys (Ca .ada)L td . ,  Teledyae CanadaLtd.,six working at inshore East 
year ended Feb. 28: 1978, $3.7 months ended Jane 30:1979 Coast fisheries will split a 
million, $1.21 a share; 19'/7, $1,-688,500, 78 cents a share; limited fish supply among 
$2.8 million, 93 cents. 1978,o ~25,000, 34 cents, more people. ~ . 
temperature control systems 
of advanced Canadian " 
design for tM 757 and 767. 
It's also filling other Boeing 
contracts. 
6"There is Canadian work on 
almost all our airplanes, and 
the biggest chunk of our 
work outside the U.S. goes to 
Canada," said Boeing 
spokesman John Whcelzr. 
"But there's never a specific 
agreement tied to a com- 
mercial contract.'" ' ' 
Nobody in industry or 
govern-lment agreed to givz 
specific dollar figures. 
"Thehless publicity given 
to the wholz thing, the 
happier we are," Hanck 
said. 
Bat despite any firm 
guarantees of jobs for 
Canadians, he predicted 
happy days ahead for 
Canada's aeronautics in -  
dustry, wldeh he described 
as highly diversified. 
"With the upswing in the 
world industry, everybody is
fulluphwithordersand could ALL  tUORKERS' 
even run oat of capacity. We ~ V  cOmPENSATION 
may start running short of BOARD~'o~'~ 5255 Heather Stroot 
skilled tradesmen and Va~couver.SC 
specialized machinery, and V5Z3L8 Telephone 266-02tl 
companies could find ~. re~x 04-507765 
themselves in a position to 
choose which ordegs to 
accept." 
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VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
CONSULTANT 
LOCATION--TERRACE, B.C.. 
' The Rdhabilitation Consu~lanl interviews, counsels 
and initiates appropriate rehabilitation measures 
Is assist the injured workers' return to employment 
by assessing the employment, handicap; evalu- 
ating social academic, indus rial and mot vat onal 
factors arranging assessment, Ireatment or train- 
ing services. The Rehabilitation Consultant works 
closely with employers, trade unions, the medical 
profession, government and private agencies. 
The position demands the abilily to work with 
judgement, tenacity and tact in sensitive and 
confidential matters. The ability Is make decisions 
and to effectively communicate these decisions, 
b.oth verbally and in writing, is essential. 
Qualifications include graduation from universily 
wilh a degree in the Social Sciences. Humanities, 
and/or Commerce, or, for persons without degrees. 
a high calibre of achievement at the Grade Xll level 
with extensive experience in the personnel field, 
induslrial relations, social services, and/or coun- 
selling, A good technical background and/or 
knowledge of industries would be beneficial and 
an understanding of the effects of traumatic injury 
is desirable. 
Starting salary: $1996.00 per month. 
Applications including resume of qualificalions, 
details of experience and personal particulars 
should be directed to: 
Recruitment & Manpower Planning Administrator, 
said, because they  can 
compete in price, quality ad 
DOLLAR de!!  fTets are net BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
necessarily the most of, 
• VAN,S OONTRAOTIHG . 
~ , " Furniture Repair 
,~  Restorations, Hope Chests ', 
~Custom Hade Furniture Refinishin 
~Genera l  Betiding Con!rafting 
~ O " 635-5585 " 
% ~2610 Kalum St. Terraoe 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, V~ Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
. :%: ,  
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHON E 635-3936 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
PlantOff Krumm Road 
Thornhill 
I 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
Thh $paoe Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You  
WEEKDAYS 8-11, WEEKENDS ,9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE• 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. • 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE 
DEPOT 
Philips, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon.-Sat. -- 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday -- 9 a.m..9 p.m. 
46')3 [,akeise. 635-4543 
£OOR 
 ezs/ # zro. 
Custom finishing -Renovations. Additions 
CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Box 643 635.4656 Terraoe, a.o 
I 
.the / 
Hera ld!  • "~, 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
Pro-Teoh Eleotronios Engineering 
SERVING TERRACE & K IT IMAT 
W~ Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
Appliances Including Microwave 
Warranty Depot 
Sanyo Soundesign, Keawced, Admiral, Hitachi 
Morse Electrophonic 
Hammond Certified Technician 
3300 KALUM 635-$134 
( ; i ,A ( : iER 
!, 
A 
A Coml)h'te (;lass and 
Aluminum Service 
4418 Legion Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Cleaners Ltd. 
• FOR THE BEST IN 
SUEOE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall  
(Next  to Mr .  Mikes)  
635-2838 
fectlve means to achieve 
objectives we have for our 
aircraft.related ind~t'ries. 
They could deteriorate into 
retaliatory. ,and. counter.re, 
tallatory ~ehs~,  and as 
more count ries'~mble onto 
the offset bandwagon, the pie 
becomes maller and there 
are fewer pieces to spread 
around." . . ,  ' . . . . .  ; .  ": 
The biggest: ~vilian.~ air-= 
. . . . .  ",. 
$3.50 on 6,600 shares and 
Pagurian Corp. Ltd. was 
unchanged at $4.25 on 5,250. 
Ardiem IndustriesCorp. fell 
.01 at .21 on 5,050 shares and 
Daon Vevelopmeat.;~.~ ,0  " , .~ 
was down'3"-8~-~t:$f6~.~l'~f -'! 
3,400. Ggzat National Land 
was unchanged at .76 and 
Rznn Industries rose .05 at 
.95. 
On the resource and 
development board, Yukon 
Revenue MiKes gained .05 at 
.63 on 310¢500 shares and ' 
New Cinch Uranium dropped 
.05 at $6.50 on 139,250. Con. 
solidated Boundary Ex- 
ploration was up .10 at $1.25 
on 113,031 shares and Red. 
ford Mines Inc. was up .IS at 
.~0 on 104,500. Blackdome 
Explurattom Ltd. way un- 
changed at $1.66 and Zenore 
Resources Warrants was 
unchanged at .13. 
On the curbs exchange, 
Ascot Petroleum declined .07' 
at $1.15 on 66,000 shares and 
Ediun International was up 
.II at .91 on 52,500. Poney 
Exploration War-o rants was 
down .01 at .12 on 50,-I00 
shares and Carpenter Lake 
Resources was up .08 at $1.18 
on 44,300. Monogram 
'Development Ltd. was up .20 
at $3.40 and Pone}' Ex- 
pinrations was down .02 at 
.79. . 
MONTREAL (CP) -- U.S, 
dallar in terms of Canadian' 
funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 
Thursday was up 3-50 at 
$1.1605. Pound sterling was 
dawn 13-20 at $2.5003. 
In New York, the Canadian 
dollar was down 1-25 at 
$0.8619, and pound sterh ng 
was down 17-25 at $2.2240. 
STOCKS 
I 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Toronto stock market was 
dawn sharply at the close of 
active trading Thursday. 
The TSE 300 index ~oP .,1~., 
'Volume ~vas 5:39 iU I~ '  
compared with 5.47 million 
Wednesday. 
Among industriais, Dome 
Pete lest 4% to $41~, Home 
Off A 3 to $63V,, Hudson's 
Bay Oil and Gas 2¥4 to ~]/4, 
Husky Oil 2~ t $56 and 
Texaco Canada 2 to $67. 
Scottish and York 
Holdings gained % to $6V4, C 
and C Yachts 30 cents to $4, 
Gulf Canada ~ to $54'/s and 
Bank of Nova Scotia Vo to 
~Z4%. , 
Dome Mines fell 9.½ to $41, 
McIntyre Mines I% to $44½ 
and Roman Corp. 1//4 to 
t~2~/4. Censx Ltd. rose 14 
cents to $1.93. 
CanDel Oil was down 2½ to 
$41, Numac Oil and Gas 1½ 
to $36½ and Canadian 
Homestead Oils 1½ to $19½. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
. Prices were dawn in heavy 
trading Thursday on the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange. 
Volume at the close was 
4,182,047 shares. 
In the indastrials, Taro In. 
dasiries was unchanged at 
INSTRUDTORS NEEDED 
The Terrace Recreation Department Isnow planning 
Its FALL PROG RAMS, and It requires INSTRUCTORS 
In any field of Recreation. If you are interested in 
leaching a course In the ARTS or CRAFTS or 
GENERAL INTERESTAREA or leading a SPORTS or 
FITNESS program then we need you. Fall programs 
mu~t be finalized by July 27 so call now. Please feel 
free to call Mary-Margaret Smith for Information on 
how you can get Involved. The success of 'a good 
community recreation program Is dependent upon the 
entire community input so we look forward to your 
support. 
The following are examples of programs for which 
we require Instructors: 
SPORTS: Badminton, Basketball, Boxing, Broomball, 
Floor Hockey, Skating. Tot on Ice. Teen & Adult 
Lessons, Gymnajtlcs . Tots . Teens and Children, 
Martial Arts, Ice Hockey Referees • women, Soccer. 
Indoor, Volleyball. 
FITNESS: Disco Dance, Ladles Keep Fit, Jogging, 
Mens Programs - Indoor, Dancerclze, Yoga, Mens 
Program. 
OUTDOOR RECREATION: Backpacking, Hiking, 
Orlenteerlng, Wilderness Survival. 
THE ARTS: Dance. Folk, Ethnic, Square, Disco, Jazz, 
Ballroom, etc. 
GRAPHICS: Drawing '. Children and Adults, Design, '
PalMing - Watercolors and OIL Photography.. 
CRAFTS: General Arts & Crafts for Children, Batik 
and Tie Dye, Candlemaklng, Pottery and Ceramics, 
Copper Tooling, Flowercraft, Jewelry Making, 
Lapidary, Sculpture, Woodworking, Leather Craft, 
Model Building, Kite Making, Crochet, Knitting, 
Weaving, Spinning and Dying, Sewing, Macrame, 
Nesdlecraft, EmbroMery. 
DRAMA: Puppetry, Mime, Storytelling, Theatre. 
MUSIC 
COOKING: Ethnic, Chlldrens, Microwave. 
MISCELLANEOUS: First Aid, Brldge, Woodworking, 
Upholstery, Cabinet Finishing, Senior Citizens Craft 
and Dance Programs, etc. 
I II I 
Wayside Groceries 
, 4711.G Keith Ave. 
Your fr iendly convenience store 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 6:30 am 12  midnight 
Weakends 9:00 am to 12 midnight 
£LgL'S~9 
Plumbing • Heating. Commi~rclal Servicing 
Residential •industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal.Shop 
Charl ie Belanger 
PLUMBING.8. HE~I  NG LTD. 
"Unique Ba'~room*~outlque" 
4436 LAK ELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4B$ OR 635.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
MR, BUSINESSMAN!- 
This Spaoe Is Reserved 
For Your Ad, 
D & A •JANITOR SERVICE 
Bug cleaning by hot water extraction 
2 rooms & hallway- $70- most houses 
FREE ESTIMATES 
635-6622 4732 Hailiwell 
t 
SMALL APPLIANCES - LAWN MOWERS • 
RENOVATING. BICYCLES. ETC, 
.Handyman Unlimited 
Call BILL or DALE 3943 Mountainview 
638-8277 or 635-3967 Terrace, B.C, 
I 
I I MAR COUX cus,om " "   "e'"ce't iremo ,,.,o 
I . 635-2359 I 
J, 6-3916Mountainview Ave., Terrace J PH~ONE e3s.,,Ge Ten. ~"  2-4,~,CEW.~L.Sc.H AVE. 
Ca l l  us  a t  635-6357 9 to  5 
'[ I./ 
f I 
d 
i '  
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HOROSCOPE 
ARIES 19) e ~  
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 
A sluggish start to the day' 
leads to self-reflection. New 
ideas re joint finances and 
domestic matters lift your 
spirits. 
TAURUS tS~=~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
If friends get on your nerves 
now, clear things up with 
some straight talk. Joyful 
c~mraderie should be the 
festive result. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) !11 
Early agitation with bosses 
could spur you to greater 
accomplishment. By day's 
end, you should be the apple of 
superiors' eye. 
CANCER O ~  
(Jane 21 to July 22) 
Don't be discouraged if
others don't get your point of 
view. Chances are they 
weren't paying attention and 
will agree with you later. 
LEO 22) J ~  (July 23 to Aug. 
Avoid disputes about money 
with friends. More research 
on a business project pays off. 
Close allies are quite sup- 
portive. 
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 13,1979 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. i2) I~)~ 
Minor disagreements with 
close ones will be resolved 
inter. A change of topic does 
much to improve com- 
patibility. Accept invitations. 
LmRA . t t .~ '~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Problems with co-workers 
possible. Distractions in- 
terfere with routine, but you'll 
find d profitable solution to 
difficulties later. 
SCORPIO . ~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You may not want to 
commit yourself about social 
plans, but once you do, the 
,~vening should unfold 
pleasantly. Romance in- 
dicated. 
SAGIYrARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. ~i) ~ 
Restlessness with domestic 
routine could cause problems, 
but a private talk with a 
family member calms things 
down. A summer- place may 
figure in your plans. 
CAPRICORN 1~. d 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Distractions make it hard to 
think straight.• Postpone 
important decisions if 
distraught. Later a party does 
much to improve attitude. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
The bills seem to pile up 
now, but you'll find a way to 
improve income. Be alert for 
new money-maklng• op. 
portunities in the p.m. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You could be bored and 
somewhat haphazard in 
handling routine. A change of 
scenery restores interest. 
Travel and romande favored, 
YOU BORN. TODAY are 
both artistic and practical and 
have some difficulty in 
reconciling these quaIRies. It 
is important that you llke your 
work for you to get ahead. 
Working for the realization of 
an ideal brings out the best in 
you, and you can succeed as a 
religious leader, a statesman, 
musician, educator, writer, or 
actor. Businesses allied wRh 
the am, such as interior 
decorating, antiques, and 
publishing would also appeal 
to you. In addition, you have 
an affinity for real estate, 
management, architecture, 
building, and geology. Bir- 
thdate of: Bosiey Crowtber, 
critic; Carlo Bergonzi, tenor; 
and Charles Scrthner Jr., 
publisher. 
© 1979 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
ARIES 19) l~p~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
You'll have fun with do-it. 
yourself projects around the 
house. Others are more than 
willing to pitch in if you need 
their help. 
TAURUS t~"  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Routine pleasures are 
especially satisfying. Put the 
finishing touches on a creative 
project. Some friends are a 
pleasant nuisance. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) fir 
Muddled thinking about 
career projects. Inviting 
elders over for family. 
festivities should be rewar- 
ding for everyone concerned. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~P~:~t 
Avoid excessive spending if
traveling. Encouragement 
and compliments from friends 
lift spirits. Talks with part- 
ners enhan~, harmony. 
LEO 
(JULy 23 to Aug. 22) (~6f~ 
Don't be careless with 
othera' assets. Elders are 
supportive and willing to help 
out. Private meetings 
alleviate worries re finances. 
FOR S~TURDAY, JULY 14,1979 
VmG0 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Don't be withdrawn in the 
presence of others.-.Unex- 
pected news about finances. 
Rewarding social llfe is a 
needed boost for confidence. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 2~) .~ .~m 
Friends • could easily 
distract you from chores. 
Good news about someone 
who's been ailing. Social life 
adds  to ca.~: :~,otential.-~-- ~ 
SCORPIO ~, ,~,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Don't talk so much about 
career plans with a romantic 
companion. 'visits with old 
friends bring pleasant 
reminiscences and good 
times. 
SAG.,ARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Keep in touch with the home 
folks if away. Business and 
pleasure mix advantageously, 
though you may be nervous 
about!a romantic meeting. 
CAPRICORN ~ d  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Avoid a tendency to talk too 
much. Unexpected visitors 
could disrupt plans. Romuntie 
ties at a distance are 
favorably accented. 
AQUARIUS' ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb, 18) 
Unexpected news about a 
career project. Attending to 
house-hold chores brings 
accomplishment and pride in 
your work. Others are 
cooperative. 
roves  
(Feb( 19 to Mar. 20) 
You. could slack off on self- 
appointed chores. Travelers 
should be careful of ex- 
penditures. Romance and 
relat!ons with close ones bring 
• joy .  ' ~ 
YOU BORN TODAY seek 
change and excitement..Not 
content with a routine job, you 
llke to be on the move, Often 
you choose an artistic career 
which provides you with a 
suitable outlet for your in. 
novative ideas. Theater, 
radio, film, TV and writing 
are your natural milieu, 
providing you develop your 
creative gifts. In business 
you're lucky at taking risks, 
and your personality is an 
asset. Brokerage, banking, 
law, travel, selling end 
politics are possible fields. Be 
willing to work for success, 
Birthdate of: Ingmar 
Bergman, film director; 
Woody Guthrle, folk singer; 
and Gerald Ford, president, 
h 1979 King Fenturel Syndicate, Inc. 
ARIES 
(Mar.21 to Apt l!~ ¢~ C![ 
Your zest for life is (',~I~ 
taglous now. Others are read.~ 
to follow your leau in 
pleasurable activities, but 
don't let it go tr~ .~our head 
TAURUS ~.~F . . . .  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) u'~(~ ;¢ 
By staying behind the 
scenes you'll make your 
greatest progress. Don't jump 
to negative conelusinns if you 
don't get immediate f edback. 
GEMINI I T~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Friends will listen to you 
now and you'll make a good 
impression on others. Don't 
jeopardize what you've tried 
so hard to gain. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You'll make important 
career progress now, but 
forego inviting others to your 
place or spending a night on 
the town in celebration. 
LEO t't ...f~ 
(July 23 t~ ~ug. 2~) ~ 
New friends at a distance 
for those away from home. 
Shared cultural interests are a 
good bend for friendship. Stay 
clear of controversy. 
FORSUNDAY JUI  ~ ;~ Iq ' ,  
Vii1(;() t 
'AUg. 2;~ t(, ~cpl 221 J1~ ; . .  
.Joint finanuJal ventur~ get 
the go-ahead b,,n't let others' 
immediate doubts sway you 
from your plaits Be resolute. 
LIBRA . / IL . , r~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
A chsnge of scenery leads to 
new acquaintances and in- 
creased harmony with close 
ones. That you all can get 
along together is a nice ac. 
compllshment. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) H[ , ,~  
Despite a holiday mood, 
your mind is on career 
progress -- which you will 
achieve. Don't cop out when. 
initial obstacles arise. 
SAGITrARIUS X W ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Having fun together abets 
closeness. Don't overplay 
your hand. Be content with the 
real thing, and forget about 
your fantasies. 
CAPRICORN .~f~--~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You'll accomplish a lot 
around the house, but don't 
prematurely invite others to 
comment on a work not quite 
yet complete.. 
• AQUARIUS ~ ,, ,~/,: 
l.hln. 20 ht Feb I t )  "~ "~.~ 
Neighborhlmd visits are 
especially harmonious° 
leading to furthur closeness 
with existing ties. Don't 
overstay our welcome, 
PISCES )~ .~.  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) .. ;~, 
You'll have the chance to 
better your financial picture, 
but don't dissipate newly 
acquired assets in the' name Of 
celebration. 
YOU BORN TODAY 
gravitate towards the 
professions. Law, medicine, 
architecture, literature, 
education, and science would 
satisfy our need to contribute 
to community life. You have 
the ability to commerdalize 
your artistic talents. In- 
novative yet practical, you 
have a sense of responsibility 
and would make a • good 
counselor. Interested in 
preserving the values of the 
culture, your success comes 
through self-discipline and a 
willingness to work hard 
without losing sight of your 
objectlves. Birthdate of: 
Rembrandt, artist; Linda 
Ronstadt, singer; and Iris 
Murdoch, novelist. 
rO 1979 King Features Syndl¢lte, Inc. 
[ c,o,swo,o t 
ACROSS 40~or :  
1 Pucdini ' H~rper - 
heroine 41 Nothing (Sp.) 
Steal from tl Once called 
g Recorded Clay . 
proceedings ~ Intern 
12 Isles off 41 Unkeeled 
Irel~d ~1 Name in 
1~ Nootunml ' bsse. hall 
bird $| TL'eed 
14 Diving bh'd f~ Obligation 
Dagger. " : ' l0 Vocal,. 
DOWN. quality. 
I Aromatic II Plclder's 
. . . .  ~lce  need 
Z l~etallle Ig Baby 
element . carriage 
• 8 Emporium. Z0 Frost 
4 Interior ~ Dry, of 
Barnyard wine • . 
denizen 24 Macaw 
g Po$~ 26 certain pipes 
15 Southern 
specialty • 55Hln~lu queen gCertain 
17 Sea btrd.. 5? Comfort ... vinegnrs 
18 Enrolls 511 Head of the 9 Banal , 
19 Kind of ring family : (slang) • 
t l  Betray one's.. ' Avg. solution time: N rain. 
friends 
Z2 Sign of 
healing 
~.Indlan 
26 One of the 
"Little 
Women"  
26 Muse of 
poetry' 
31 God of love 
33 Short-napped 
Sluggish 
26 Menu 
38 Resort 
55 Actress Arden 7 Conemerate ~ A fuel 
::.  ,er,o ies ,day',. le. 
Pedal d~it 
• 30 Be in debt 
r~ A law 
Boxed 
37 Tokyo, o~ce 
~ King or Alda 
• 4~ Formed an 
electric are 
@1 Roman 
roads 
15 Florida 
county  
4~ Olive genus 
48 Persia 
~9 Rib ben: 
comb. form 
~0 Comedieuno 
Adams 
~Eggs 
• . . . . .  . . . . .  . . 
! 
/ 
1 2 :3  
12 • 
15 
18 
3~ 
36 
N N" 
~5 46 
57 
21 ~22 . , 
37 ~ ~ ""  '9" 
I m4' l  I 
.1" I I I  
I 1 
I. 1 __1 
§ to ) i  
29 30 
48 49 50 
6- / ;  
OH • 
% 
• . CRYPTOQUIP 
JMHKMITF J 'H  DOBM XFHX 
KV V KO IM.T  DV I "T OBB M I 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip --  EPIDEMIC OF MUMPS WOULD 
SWELL ANY CAMP'S INFIRMARY. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: H equals S 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which ea~ 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it: 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locsting' 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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DEAR ABBY: I feel likethe biggest dummy.in the world, ~ . 
rut I have a problem I'm ashamed to ask anyone.else about. 
I live in a small.apartment wi h my husband and Dabble, ) .  
our 20-month.old aughter• Every time I run. the vacuum 
cleaner, Debble becomes hysterical. She starts to scream i!. 
and shake and I can hardly calm her down. She is.terrified of : 
the vacuum cleane~' and I can't seem to explain that it's only 
a machine and won't hurt her. Maybe it's the noise that : 
~rlghtenS her, but that ean't be'helped. 
I have not used my'vacuum cleaner for weeks, and I reaily 
need to. Can you help me? " ' ~ 
. " C, IN WORCE$'TER, MASS. 
DEAR C,: Your child becomes hysterical because she i s . .  
afrJdd of that curJous.looMng "monster" that makes such a' 
threatening noise, Show her how harmless it is by lettink her 
• turn it off and on, and also by letting her snide it, When 
Dabble realizes tl}st she can control i t ,  and it can't harm her, 
she' l l  overcome her fear. . ' . 
DEAR ABBY: I am 62, in good health and still a better 
man than most men in their 40~. I'm well:to-do and can retire 
with a pension anytime. I work fern big airline. I can offer a 
. girl a good home and travel. 
: I am very fond of a young lady, 22. She's very pretty and 
well built and would probably marry meif I made her an of- 
fer. She is not a virgin. She lived with another man for a 
year but he left her. 
Here's the twister. I just met another lady. She's the kind 
most men dream about but nevermeet. She's 19 and a 
• •virgin. She doesn't drink, smoke or run around. She's my 
dancing instructor and She thinks a lot of me, but her con- 
tract states that she can't date any of her students. She's 
very honest and refuses to see me outside of dancing class 
because she doesn't want to get fired. ' 
I went to a woman who tells fortunes with cards and she 
told me I should keep trying for the virgin. ° 
• I am a Capricorn and the virgin is a Gemini• What do you 
think? 
LONG ISLANDER 
DEAR LONG: I'm no fortune teller, but ff the virgin 
thought as much 9f you ~ you think of her, abe would give 
up her Job for you. Rut as long as she refuses to see you out. 
side of clue, a future with her is not in the cards. 
DEAR ABBY: I am'a 4S:year-old 'grandmother who, f'or 
reasons of health, must.have all my teeth extracted and 
replaced with dentures. 
I have always" had a very ugly mouth. MY teeth were • 
yellow, they stuck out in front, and there were large Spaces 
between them, 
My dentist promised to make me a beautiful set of" 
teeth-nicely spaced, straight, white and pretty. I was look- 
ing forward to having a mouth I wouldn't be 'ashamed to 
smile w'ith. Then I told my sister-in.law about it and she said, 
"Oh, no, don't let the dentist" do that. You won't look like 
yourself." Then she went on to say that a really good dentist 
would try to make my new teeth look exactly like my old 
teeth. : 
Abby. I don't want them to iooklike the teeth I hated all 
my life. I want to look prettier. 
What would you do? uGLY MOUTH IN ILLINOIS ,~':' 
DEARMOUTH: I 'd go for the beautiful new choppersl .+" 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TROUBLE GALORE" IN  ' 
WACO, TEXAS: I just read your 5S-page letter and wi l l ' .  
send you a personal reply when you.send me your address, 
,In the meantime, If you wish to cry over spread milk,.nex¢ . 
time please condense it .  • ' 
By Stan Lee and John Romita. 
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Daily Herald 
needs 
CARRIERS 
in the 
following areas 
i)edar I)resoent Area 
Dutch Valley 
Hemlock St, 
Thornhill St, 
Highway 16 West 
Willow Creek nd. 
North Eby St, 
Woodland Park Road 
Kofoed Drive 
Burgess/Laurier Ave. 
Seaton Ave. 
3700 & 3800 Paquette 
If you are interested 
in one of these routes please phone 
635-6357 
between 9 am and § pm 
; /  
PaRe 14, The Herald, Friday, July 13, 1979 
~.  . . . . .  • 
TERRACE DRUGS LT. 
3207 Kalum 635-7274 
Vitamins 
and ' 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
I 
:• CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
SUBSCRIPTION RA 
SUBSCRIPTIOh 
RATES 
20 words or less S2.00 per Effective 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 October 1, 1978 
cents per word. SlngleCopy 20c 
3 or more consecutive In- By Carrler mth3.0C 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insartlon. By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3mth 15.00 
REFUNDS: By Mall 6mth 25.00 
First Insertion charged for ByMall year45.00 
whether run or not. Senlor Citizen year 20.00 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. British Commonwealth and 
CORRECTIONS:  United States of America one 
year S5.00 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.15 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: " " " 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $3.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD.  
VERTISlNG: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
4 ' ' MACRH ~NELRY ~ 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 •days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
service charge of $S.O0 on a II 
N~S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlfled within one month. 
~.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll &Dlstrtct 
Phone 635-6357 
. . . . . . .  KERMODE 
The following are a few of BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
the services offered locally JULY 
by your Health Unit Staff: Tuesday, July 10, 1979. Small 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FER ENCES: Bingo 
Sunday, July 15, ~1979. 
Held weekly at the Health $2,000.00 Bingo 
Unit every Tuesday from Tuesday, July24,1979. Small 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone Bingo 
for an appointment. 
Sunday, July 29, 1979. 
Held at the Thornhlll $2,000.00 Bingo 
Elementary School on the AUGUST 
fourth F r iday  of every Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. Small Bingo 
Please phone for an ap. Sunday, August 12, 1979. 
polntment. 
Babysltters who bring $2,000.00 Bingo 
children must have parents Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
written consent for Im. Smell Bingo 
munlzatlon. Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
ADULT CLINICS $2,000.00 Bingo 
SEPTEMBER 
These are held at the Health Tuesday, September 4, 1979. 
Unlt on Monday, Wednesday Small Blngo 
' COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635.5340 after slx 
(Ctfn-14-6.79) 
Dry  Lend Sort Scaler 
Supervisor must be familiar 
with FBM cubic & metric 
scaling. Minimum S years 
scaling experience & Some 
supervisory experience. 
Campbell River location, full 
range of complete benefits. 
Send full wrlflen resume to 
P.O. Box 602 Campbell 
River. (C2-13July) 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
and Frlday from 3.4:lO p.m. Sunday,soptember 9, 1979. AVON REPRESEN by appointment only. 
The Herald reserves the PRENATAL CLASSES $3,000.08 Bingo TATIVES TO WORK IN 
Tuesday, September 10, 1979. THE FOLLOWING AREAS: right to classify ads under Classes are held throughout Smell Bingo . Copperside Estates, Sandy, 
appropriate heading s and to the year at Intervals for Sunday, September 23, 1979. Mounfvlew, & Crestvlew. 
set rates therefore and to expectant parents. Phone $3,000.00 BIngo Paquefte, Pine area. Phone 
determine page location, the Health Unit for details OCTOBER Norma at 635-7496. (Ctfn. 
The Herald reserves the and registration. Tuesday, October 9, 1979. M.W.F..6.7-79) 
right to revise, edit," classify HOME NURSING CARE Small Bingo 
or reject any advertisement Nursing care In thehome for Sunday, October 14, 1979. Babysitter wanted, full-time 
and to retain any answers those who need it on referral S2,000.00 tocomeln. In Thornhlll area. 
dlrectedReply S rvice,t° theandHeraldto repayB°X from their family doctor. Tuesday, October 23, 1979. Phone 635-9279. (CS-20July) 
the customer the sum paid Terrace area only. Small Bingo IAuto Mechanics needed I
for the advertisement and HEALTH PARADE sunday, October 28, 1979. | immediately. Apply In | 
box rental. For4 year old children. Held 52,000~00 Bingo 
Box replies on "Hold" on third Monday of every• NOVEMBER Iparson to Terrace Totem J 
Instructions not picked up month. Developmental, Sundd~, November 4, 1979. JFord4631 Kelth Ave. Ask | 
within 10days of expiry of an vision, hearing screening $3,0~0.00 Bingo |for service manager. (C4. I 
advertisement will be done.polntment.Please phone for ap-. Tuesdey,Smafl "~ BlngoN°vember 13, 1979. J6,9,11,13July) J 
destroyed unless mailing PRENATAL BREATHING Sunday, November 18, 1979. " Required for 
Instructions nre received. & RELAXING EXERCISES $2,000.00 Bingo KitJmst 
Those answering Box Held every Monday at. Tuesday, November 27, 1979. General Hospital Numbers are requested not fernoon at 1.2 p.m. 
Small Bingo Office Manager. to send originals of V.D. CLINIC 
documents to avoid loss. DECEMBER Accountant 
All claims of errors in H.eld every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
advertisements must be SANITATION 
received by the publisher The public health inspectors 
within 30 days after the first 
publication, are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
It is agreed by the ad. to assist with any sanitation 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. vertlser requesting space problems. 
that the liability of the SPEECH AND HEARING $2,000.00 Bingo 
Heraldlntheeventoffallure CLIN C ~ " For 'n~ore In'formation 
to publish an advertisement 'Held at ~6121~r192 Avenue pho~le~ ,;  ~.,~,~ ~,, ~,; =,: ~ .~ 
or In the event of an error~ IHearlng testsWIii be d0ne by KERMOD I~ FI~'IENDSNiP '" 
appearing in the ad. referral from family doctor 
vertlsement as published or community health nurse." SOCIETY 
shall be limited to the 638.1155. 4451GREIG AVE. 
'amount paid by the ad. LONG TERM CARE TERRACE, B.C. 
verflser for only one In. OfflceatNo. 205.4621 Laz¢lle VaG IM4 
correct Insertion for, the Ave. Tel 635.9196. 635-4906 
portion of the advertising Assessment and planning for (NC-23Dec) 
10. 
AUCTIONS 
Duties Include staff and 
payrol l  supervision, 
budgetary control and 
preparation of financial 
statements. 
The applicant should 
have at least third year 
CGA st.ending or 
equivalent'- 'and ~ex. 
3erlence with EDP Input." 
Previous hospital ex- 
3erlence an asset. 
Salary negotiable based 
on experience, with ex- 
cellent fringe benefits, 
pictures. News of weddings space occupied by the in. those eligible for Long Term 
(write-ups) received one correct or omitted item only, Care. 
month or more after event .and that there shall be no AIDTO HANDICAPPED 
$10.00 charge, with or Ilablllty to any event greater Office at No. 205.4721 
without picture. Subject to than the amount paid for Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
condensation. Payable in such advertising. Assessment and guidance 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thank's 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
Advertisements must. 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or .because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
31 j, PERSONAL 
24. SITUATIONS :• 
WANTED 
31. 
• GARAGE SALE 
52, WANTED 
TO RENT 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY Do you feel you have a drinking problem? There is 
help 
Weight Watchers meeting Available! 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. Phone 635.$636 
at the Knox United Church  ALCOHOLICS 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue.  ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Kitimat A.A. Construct'ion Church. 
Group Jn KItlmat: telephone Mon. 8 p .m. .  Alanon • 
632-3713. Skeena Health Unit. 
MEETINGS: Th!Jrs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Monday. Step Meetings. Memorial Hospital. (nc-tfn) 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m..United BlrthriBht Office 
Church. Alternative to Abortion 
Fridays.Open Meetings 8:30 3.4621 Lakelse • 63S-3907 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday 1 p .m. -3  p.m. 
Kitlmat General Hospital. and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m, or phone 
AI.AnonMeetlngs. Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
• 8:00 p.m. United Church Carol 635-5136 (nc-tfn) 
(no) 34. FOR RENT 
MISC, 
49. HOMES 
FOR SALE 
MILLS M EMOR IAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between I1 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
N~,,et every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For mm:e Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evenlng -6:30 
p .m.- -  Unl ted Church 
be~ment, Kltlmat. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion C(),,~mlllng 
& Crisis Line fop 
Women 
630-03S8 
WAN T E D D(JNAT ION S 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Call Birthright for at, 
alternative to abortion 
Phone 632.460~ ,Inyllme. 
Room 233, NechnkrJ ('.entre 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
~onsultant. 
. 10  ~A lu l  I l IA  "P l iPU lA  
COMING EVENTS 
Kermode Fr iendship  
Society's Teen Club will be 
going on • beer & pop boflle 
drive on Saturday, July 14th, 
1979 between 11:30 & 2 p.m. 
In the Terrace, Thornhlll 
areas. Donations can be 
phoned Into 635.4906. (NC- 
13July) 
NOTII~E TO 
LW.A. M~EMBERS 
To all members covered 
by the I.W.A. Master 
agreement, we are In the 
process of taking the ballot 
on the proposed settlement 
of the coast forest Industry. 
Notice to the various sub. 
locals will be mailed out. If 
you are unable to vote at that 
time, you can come and vote 
In the I.W.A. office In the 
Terrace Hotel. Room No. 12 
from the hours of 1:08 to 4:30 
p.m. up to and Including July 
23, 1979. (NC-23July) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltes School 
Gym. (Nc-24Oct) 
I 
Rebekah Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August lath. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. 
Donations of articles ac- 
cepted. Phone 635-2794 for 
further Information. (NC- 
18Aug ) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November IOth., Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC- 
10Nov.) 
Terrace Christian Academy 
wil l  be holding pre 
registration the week of July 
16.20th. This will be at 3341 
River Drive from 1 p.m. to 6 
p.m. dally. For further In. 
formation please call 638. 
1561. (NC-10July) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR Furniture, ap- 
pliances, power tools, hand 
tools, clean small cars, 
motorbikes, boats, motors or 
any other goods In ac- 
ceptable condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart, 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley. 
635.5172. (Ctfn.29.06.79) 
Mr. Jeddy Pausen please 
contact Mr. J. Hurdell at 635- 
3566. (CS-13July) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. Terrace 
635-7249 
(AM-4-07-79) 
INSIST ON THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfly's Excavating 
635-3939 
(AM-6-6-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
435-3479 anytime 
(AM.6-6.79) 
RUPE STEEL J 
SALVAGE LTD. I 
Don't know what to do | 
with that pile of scrap | 
Iron, odd pieces of brass, Jl 
copper, a luminum, JJ
haflerles? We buy small Jl 
and large quantities alike | 
and are located on Seal | 
Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. JJ 
CoIl us at 624.5639, Mon. | 
through Sat., 8 a.m. - 5 JJ 
Apply to: 
Mr. J.W.A. Green, 
Administrator, 
K l t lmat  Genera l  
Hospital, 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 1E7. 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635.6757. 
(cffn-25.06.79) 
Moving & must sell a 7 piece 
Sanyo Stereo component 
system. For  more In. 
formation phone 635-S316 
after 5 p.m. (PS-19July) 
Garage sale on Merkley 
road. Household Items, tools, 
moving must sell. Held on 
Saturday, July 14th 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. (C3-13July) 
Garage sale & demolition 
sale. Frldge, furnace (gas), 
washer & dryer, windows & 
doors, All kinds of other 
Items. View at 2901 Sparks 
Street 10 a.m. to S p.m. 
Saturday July 14. (P2- 
13July) 
Garage sale 3511 Sparks 
Street Terrace. Various 
household Items. Saturday, 
July 14,11 a.m, to 6 p.m. (P1. 
13July) 
Garage Sale . Numerous 
household Items. Camper 
lacks, motor bikes, utility 
trailer. 10 to 5 p.m. on 
Saturday, July 14 at 3508 
Thomas or phone 635-3456. 
(P1-13July) 
1972 Kawazakl 350. Good 
running condition. Phone 
63S-4244. (C0-13July) 
For sale Honda CBX 1047CC 6 
cylinder, A.I' shape. Asking 
$4800. Phone 638-1396. (PS- 
17July) 
1974 125 Yamaha Enduro 
street dlrt bike. Completely 
re.built motor. In good 
• running condition. Asking 
$450. O.B.O. Phone. 635.5316 
after S. (P5-19July) 
1978 750 Yamaha Special, 
good condition, shaft drive. 
A~sking $2500.00 Firm. Phone 
635-2137 after 6 and ask for 
Rick. {CS-10July) 
Complete' set of mechanic's 
tools. Best offer over 
$2000.00. Phone 638-1377 or 
can be seen at District 
Garage Highway 16 & Eby. 
(C3.13July) 
4xB pool table with slate top. 
National brand, Includes 
pool cues and accessories. 
$500.00. Phone 635-5011. (CS. 
)7July) 
For sale chesterfield & chair 
set $360.08, table & 4 chairs 
$50.00,40 Channel CB & SWR 
metre S175.00, 1 coffee table 
$10.00. Phone before 4 p.m. 
or after 0 p.m. 63S-9094. (P$. 
13July) 
Needed ride Into town week- 
days between 8:15 and B:45. 
Live on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638.17S3 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn-stf) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 26 
foot boat. Phone 635-4777. 
(Ctfn-3.7.79) 
21 foot Relnell Express 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Met. 
cruiser In-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. Pluse tandem 
axle trailer. • 6000 Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap. 
preclate. Full price $13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635.2083) (eft. 
fin) 
1973 22 foot boat, Inboard. 
3utboard 302 V-8 plus 270 
Volvo Pants overdrlge.1976 
Roadrunner trai ler. Must 
sell. Contact Bob at 635.6391 
or 798~2567 after 6 p,m. (C5. 
16July) 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut:0ffs'aw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
SEKING 10speed. Like new. 31 Nass .ca~p ~ B, C. (C15. 
Phone 638.1212, (Atfn-6-7.79) 23Ju!Y) ~ ,. ~ .~: ..... ~.~.,.:~,~ 
35mm Pentax/SP1000 with 
standard" SSmm 'lens: 
Takeumar lenses, wide 
angle (28 degrees); fish eye 
(17 degrees).  Zoom: (85. '3 bedroom completely un. 
210ram). Cannon 1014 Movie • furnished duplex for rent.' 
"camera, 10 to 1 zoom plus 
many features. Phone 632. 
S165. (PS-17July) 
For sale four mechanical 
camper lacks and all 
mounting hardware. Good 
;~condltlon. S75 firm. Phone r 
635-4716 after S: (P3-13July): 
Full set of automotive 
mechanic tools. Asking 
$,1000. Phone 638.1396. (CS. 
18July) 
For sale Tin shower stall 
S15.00, Kenmore natural gas 
space heater S30.00. Phone 
63S-5S70 after S p.m. (P3- 
16July) 
For sale 4 new 6-78x14 t ires 
on rims. 1973 Pontiac 
Laurentlan, 1-12x15 rust 
shag carpet. 2 wrought iron 
bannister 6 feet 91/2 Inches 
each. Phone 635-3957. (C2- 
13July) 
1972 Toyota P.U, good for 
parts, $150.00. 1974 Capri 
body, no motor, S130.00. 
Volkswogon engine $200.00. ~ 
Phone 635.33S9. (P3.16July) 
1 homemade canopy, asking 
$100.00. Six 650xl6 radial 
tires, 2 new winters, 4 fair 
summers. Complete with 
wheels. Spare tire rack, fits 
Ford pick-up. All for $300.00. 
One H70 tire, $25.00. One 
Clayton 160 heavy duty 
steam cleaner. Needs 
repairs. Best offer. One 
chesterfield & chair. $500.00. 
Phone 635.3160 after 5 p.m. 
(P2.16July) 
T 
SPOT CASH 
for 
Your old furniture, guns 
- -  what have you. We buy 
- sell - swap • trade. 
QUEESNWAY 
TRADING 
321S Kalum St. 
Ph. 638.1613 
(atfn-25-S-79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11-3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635-5661. (Atfn-9-7-79) 
120x80 service lot, fenced on 
Copper River Road In 
Copperslde Estates.  
Reasonable rent. Phone 845- 
/567(Houston). [C4-13July) 
To give away. 5 two-month. 
1978 G.S. 400 Suzuki Street old kittens. Excellent 
bike. Phone 635-7519. (NC7- mousers or farm cats. Call 
23July } 635.9258. (stf.tfn) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. Ne~ Part Siberian Husky & 
engine, good condition Shepard pups to give away. 
Sh200 OBO. Phone 638.103.*. Phone 635.6496 or 635.2917 
after 5 p.m. (stfn.tfn) after S p.m. (P3.17July) 
The B.C. Housing 
Management Is taking ap. 
pl!ca;IJonp~ for-ac~;Omodatlon [: 
at the "Willows, 3404 Kalum - 
Street for bachelor and 1 
bedroom apartments. A rent 
supplement Is available 
depending'on income. 
Interested persons over 
the age of 55 or slogle per. 
~ns in RECEIP I~ GAIN 
for the handicapped may 
obtain applications at No. 
103-3404 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. or by mall to: 
P.O. Box 310 Prlnce Rupert, 
B.C. 'VOJ 3P9. Phonl 
Inquiries colloct to 627.7501. 
(A11-22June, Atfn-Frl.) 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, cen- 
trally located. Fully fur. 
nlshed. Reasonable rates 
by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (ctf-f) 
KEYSTONE COURT ~ 
APARTMENTS J 
Office No. 2 • 4603 Scott. I 
One, two and three| 
bedroom apartments . I  
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, qulet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. Full t im 
manager in residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf.f) 
For sale by owner secluded 3 
bedroom home on 3 acres et 
Woodland Park. 1136 sq. ft., 
F.A. 011 heat, 2 fireplaces, 
heatllator, sauna, carport, 
dril led well, school bus, 
drapes & appliances. Phone 
638-8314. (P3-frl,tue,frl- 
20July) 
A modern 3 bedroom home 
on Skeana Street with full 
basement. 1 roughed In 
fireplace, one completed 
fireplace, full carpeting In 
DR, L.R. & BRs. Price in. 
eludes frldge & stove. Drive 
by 2B12 Skeena, then Inquire 
at 635.6802. (P12-27July) 
For Sale: House, two 
bedrooms upstairs, one 
bedroom downstalrs. Also 2 
bedroom suite seperate. 
Close to town. Aeklng 
$38,500.00 only. For further 
Information please phone 
635-4448, (CS-18July) 
House for sale on 6.71 acres 
at Woodland Park. Phone 
636-1714. (PS-1OJuly) 
Small 4 bedroom house with' 
full basement. With 2 
.bedrooms downstairs. On 
water & sewer. Phone 635. 
7079. (P2-13,20July) 
3bedroom, 21/2 bath, 1156 sq. 
ft. main floor, full basement, 
on 80x200 lot. Alternate wood 
heat, drilled well. Just 
outside town limits. $50,000. 
Phone 635.6401. ( P2- 
• 10,13July) 
• 1150 sq. ft. 3 bedroom log 
home on 5.39 acres. S 
minutes from town. Asking 
$68,000.00. Phone 635.7840 for 
appointment to view. (Ctfn. 
3-7-79) 
bedroom house with 
basement suite. Available 
for occupancy Immediately. 
Also 4 bedroom Executive 
house with double fireplace. 
Phone 635.2153' after 3:30 for 
appointment to view. (P3- 
13July) 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom, full basement, 
carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed, garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, 11/2 baths. QuleL 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. FOr appointment to 
• view. please call 635-5318. 
(C~Ju ly)  
Attractive 3 bedroom home 
on I/= acre of land. Spaclous 
living room, carpeted 
throughout, Alcan aluminum 
siding, large brick fire place 
with glass doors, double 
garage with wood doors, 
workshop, cabln with 
plumbing and wlrlhg, fully 
landscaped with shrubs & 
garden area. Phone 638-8483 
for appointment to view. 
(PS-l:3July) 
Wanted To.. Rent ,~ 1 ' or 2 
b~.o~.~l~Ttmenlt or house i 
In~J~n. Ca~li 635~:t866 leave ; 
message for Dabble. (PS- 
13July) 
Wanted by August 31 2 
bedroom trailer or suite. 
Preferably In Thornhlll by 2 
reliable working woman. 
Reference available. Phone 
635.50O4 after 3:O0 or 63S.~42 
anytime. (PS-19July) 
Reliable couple requires 2 
bedroom house or traller~ 
References available. Week. 
clays 8:30 to 4:30, 635.6255 
Locat 52. Weekends after S 
638.1080. (C6.20July) 
Wanted to refit'3 bedroom 
house by a Prince Rupert 
contractor for at least one 
year .  Non.drinkers, non- 
smokers, no pets. Write to 
Box 1216 care of Dally 
Herald or phone 624.5083 
between 0 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
(PS.19July) 
For rent: the Terrace NDP 
office. Available June 1, 
1979, air-conditioned. 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635- 
2552. (Ctfn.01.06.79) 
For rent 900 square feet on 
second floor, air conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelsa Ave. 
Phone 635-2552. (Ctfn.6-7.79) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
luring space available Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
downtown location. Phone 
635.7840. (Ctfn.3.07-79) 
3300 sq. ft. warehouse -
office space. Close to town, 
paved parking are. Im. 
mediate occupancy. Phone 
635.5431 days. 635-7959 
evenings. (PS-18July) 
- I I I I 
Warehouse & rental space] 
available on new EY-i 
Pass. Phone 650-1166.| 
(Q. fn.03.0,.,,) / 
II 
WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
ava i lab le  on new By. 
pass. Phone 
638-1166 
(ctfn.13-04.79 
Lot 10 Soucle Ave. 
Residential Bulldlng lot. 
Price 519,508. Phone Mr. 
Fluton 562.4114 days, 964-7403 
evenings. (CS.13July) 
I ( ~ 
J 59.  MOBILE  HOMES , 
5.3 acres" with par t ia l l y  1~8 Ford Galaxy 500..P.S., 
tinlshod home in Woodland P.B.,V.8Auto. Goodrunnlng 
Helghts Subdlvislon. Phone condit ion. Phone'635.4246. 
638.1606. (P4-13July) (CB.13July) • 
. LAKELSE LAKE . 1969 Camera convertable. 
Two Iokefront lots. .  Good P.S., P.B. ,  Auto, V-8, 350. 
frontages. Must be sold. Call Excellent running condition. 
.. orwr i feR.  Huston, National Phone 638-1318. (P.~16July) 
Trust ComPan) 
Burrard StrNi 
B.C. V6C 2J7", 
16July) 
Appr0X.:320 acres 20~km. 1W6GMCi/~ton P.U. 22,500 
north of Terrace with ~/~ mile miles, auto, P.S., P.B. Phone 
frontage on  Kalum River. 63S.2624. (CS.13July) 
66. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
Alice Creek flows through 
the property. Easy access 
from West Kalum Rd. Terms 
available. For furthor Into. 
call Copperslde Estates Ltd. 
at 635.4925. (c10 .  
18,20,22,26,28,3,S,9,11,13.Ju ) 
PROPERTy; 1 " 
FOR SALE 
M0acres In TopleY, B.C' 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
t reed .  18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
end 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$$1,500. Offers. For more 
information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P .O.  Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or ' 
C.F. Gibson 
TerraCe, B.C. 
635-3975 
(tfn.stf) 
1975 Chev ~/~ Ton 4x4. Step 
side.4 speed. Phone 638.1121 
or 635.30~)7 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn- 
1.5-79] 
¢.  
1956 1 ton International. Good 
runnlng condition. Vlew at 
5033~ McDeek. • (NC.Sff.tfn) 
Fully equipped local con. 
venlence store with I!vlng 
accomocbtlon. Store does 
good year round turnover. 
For further Information 
contact Box 1214 care of 
Dally Herald. !Ctfn.26.06.79) 
. EXCEPT IONAL 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY  
• Under $4000 Investment 
-P roven  new product- 
servlca 
- ExcIuslve marketing area  
- Start part.tlme, bulld to  
full.tlme 
complete tralnlr~ 9 & 
promotion program 
- Low operating costs 
- Successful dealers for 
reference 
REPLY P.D. Box 1565 
Pr~ Goe'rge, B.C. • 
.. Phone 961-9111 
(C3.9,11,13July) 
I I  
1 I~etalWS00Pt I#~:O~*d~" 
St0~;e. 'Excei l~t  Iocatlor~ 
In shoppln~i centre, good 
'family business for 
complete details write to 
Box 1014 Mockenzle, B.C. 
or phone ~7.327t Local 
403 days or 997.3323 
even ings .  (C4 .  
5,6,12,13July) 
For sale 1974 Ford Maverick, 
good condition. For more 
Information phone 638.1434 
after 5 p.m. (CS-19July) 
1969 Chev Mallbu. In very 
good running order. Asking 
$500.00. Phone after 3 p.m. 
635.3004 or 635.4342 anytime. 
(C5.19July) 
1974 Astre In excellent 
condition. Standard with 
tape deck & new tires. 
Asking $1800.00 or best offer~ 
Phone 635-9¢.~. (PS.18July) 
1977 Cougar stetlon wagon. 
Excellent condition, phone 
635.7076. (P2-13July) 
1973 Belalr Chev. In ex. 
gallant condition. P.S., P.B., 
radio, steel belted tiros. Also 
1 reconditioned electrolux 
vaccum. Phone 635-6672 
after 6 p.m. (PS-13July) 
1968 Cougar, 7000 miles on 
rebuilt motor. Some rust. 
Asking $600.00. Phone 635. 
5484 after S o.m. (P3.13Julv) 
19'/8 510Datsun station 
wagon, 2 sets of tires. Must 
sell. Phone 635.9245 after 5 
p.m. (PS-13July) • 
1972 Corvette, g~d running 
condition, many extras. 
Phono 635.2243 days or 63S. 
2612 even ings .  (P10-18 Ju ly )  
1976 F l reb l rd  V-8 ,  350 eng ine ,  
23,000 mi les ,  8 track stereo, 
AM-FM radio. Very good 
condition. Phone 635.6768. 
(P4".6,10,12,17July) 
V.8 Vega, Immaculate, 350. 
LT1 12 bolt 4.20. Gears over, 
$7S00.00 Invested. Serious 
offers only phone 635.6844 
Rfter 5 ' p .m.  (C6 .  
9,11,13,16,18,20JUly) 
1979 Capri Shla 302 cu. In. 4 
speed velour Interior. ~000 
kin. Phone 632-3443 or 632. 
4646, (C3-17July) 
I l i  . , I I  
1969 Llnceln Centlnentah 
4 doer. Absolutely mint 
i cond i t ion .  460.V-8, 
climate control, cruise 
control, suicide doors, 
etc. Phone Kltlmat 632- 
2806 for appointment o 
view. (PS.17July) 
1972 GMC V~ ton. Very well 
looked after. 1700 mllos .on 
from. & engine. 54000 Firm. 
Phone ~ and ask for 
RIck. (CS.18July) 
1978 GMC ~ ton pick up. 4 
speed. FUlly. equlpped. 
Phone 638.1744 offer 5 p.m. 
(P2-13July) 
IW5 Ford F-250 4x4. 350, V.8 ,  
P.S., P.B. complete with 
canopy, 23 channel CB, twln 
CB arlels, 8 hack tape 
player. Evenings please 
phone 635-7517. )Ctfn.19.06- 
79) 
1977 Dodge pick up, heavy 
duty V= ton. Long box, 6 
"00°ube' e3 --m I e =__ =o I furnished. Very good con- 
dltlon, well kept. $22,500.00. 
Phone 635-6715. (P10-19July) ' 
STAND• 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
12x68,3 bedroom traller wlth 
ralsed llving room..10x24 
eddltlon. Set up In a Thor- 
nh l ! l  trailer park. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. ¢18- 
1269 or 635.5075. (P10.20July) 
1970-6 foot Security camper. 
Sleeps 5. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 638-1221 
days, 635-7467 evenings. (CS- 
17Jly) 
Why Rent? 
Completely camperized 26 
foot bus motor home. Sleeps 
5. Motor & fires In excellent 
condition. Must be seen to be 
apprectated. Phone 635-3692 
after 6. (C10.18July) 
1977.8 foot Security ~mper .  
Sleeps $. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Asking $1700. 
Phone 638-1221 days, 635-7467 
evenlngs. (CS-17July) 
For sale 19J4 Holl ldalre 
Travel Trailer, 3 way frldge, 
stove, sleeps 6. Phone 632- 
4240. (C10-16July) 
' CAMPER FC)R' SALE 
1971 hard top tent trailer. 
Fully. equipped, In good 
condition. $750.00.' Phone 638. 
8498. (C3.16July) 
• Sealed tenders for the 
following stand fendlng 
contract(sl wlll be recelved 
by'the Regional Menager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown .below. 
1. Contract STI031.2.15 JS 
& CR Located Crown Bridge 
Ranger District 16 Number 
of hectares 13.5 Viewing date 
• July 17th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Statlonat 9:00 a .m.  
NOte: Vlowlng of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
mlttlng a fender for this 
contract I s  mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
~979. • 
2. Contract STI031.216 JS 
Located Klt lmat R lver  
Ranger District16 Number 
of hectares 6.2 Viewing date 
Ju ly  17th 1979, leaving 
• Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
"Note:' Viewing of the stand 
tending s i te prior to sub. 
miffing a fender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. " 
3.  Contract ST1031.2.17JS 
Located Branch SO Ranger 
District 16 Number of hec. 
tares 18.0 Viewing dah~ July 
cylinder, STP, P.S., P.B., 8 1976 7~/a foot travel mate 17th 1979, leaving Ranger 
track stereo. Like new, cantper. Ekcellent condition. Station at 9:00 a.m. 
26,000 .miles reasonably Suitable for V=ton, shortbox Note:- Viewing of the stand 
rt Ick u tending site prior to sub. pick up or Impo p p. . . . . . .  
17July)priced" Phone 632-6647. (C5. Extras. Phone63S.3795after1 ul conml";ngracta IsrenU°rmandatoryt°r this 
' ' " ' ' ' .6p .m. (PS .  e J  y )  _ . . . . . .  : 
For sale 1965 ~ ton Marc. ueaallne ror receipt a t  
4 ecurlt cam' er. 9 feet .tendersls1:30p~m.July23rd Runnlng~; =d i l lon .  S37S.00. 1971~Sches, Yully P~ulpped. 1979. .  . • 
.View at~3508 ~Coflonw~d or 
)hone 635.6011. (CS;17July) Excellent condition. 638.1429.. 4. ;.onTract ST1031-2.18 JS 
' ' - 6Jul . Located Branch 55 Ranger 
' SPECIAL (1:)3 1 y) DIstrict 16 Number Of hec. 
| 1977. Skylark 11V~ foot, i tares 11.S Viewing date July 
1973 Rorichero Squire Jful!yequlpped1974For.d.1 j 17th 1979, leaving Ranger 
Brougham with gem top. I'ton super camper special. I Station of 9:00 o.m. * 
Auto~P,S.,P.B;,400ClD. JL Ike now.  Will . se l l |  Note: Viewlng of the stand 
2#~0SO~mlI~.~ MUST:BE I camper . "sepnrate iy .  I tending site prior to sub. 
SEEN '~'TO':'~bI~':"),P~ J Phol~e. 635,3029. (P7-J miffing a tender for thle 
PRECIATED. Phone 635. J 17Julyj : ,, J contract is ma.ndatory. 
3479. (Affn.2S.0&79) - : : " Deadline for receipt, of 
67. • tenders Is h30p.m. July 23rd 
SERVICES 1979. 
Tenders must be sub- 
. . . .  : miffed on the form and In the 
INCORPORATE envelopes supplied which, 
Must  SELL 1973 Nor. QUICK-INEXPENSIVE 'w i th  particulars, may be 
western trnller (12 foot X 50 Obtain },our incorporation obtained from • the Forest 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully over the phone-fast. For Ranger(s) Indl(:ated, or 
furnished with washer & more information call Self. from the Regional Manager, 
dryor. ~tncludes' :additl~nal:~. Counsel Settees'**" the law= Mlnls.t W of, .F.o.'rests,. ~,lnc~., 
room'(9 f~t  ~( 12' f~t) '  & .... office'of "Jb.ck D. 'James;':'Rul)ert~ . B.C." " 
covered porch. Located on M.B.A., LL.B. Toll Free 112- The lowest or any tender 
private land In Thornhlll. 800-663-3035 (in Vancouver will not necessarily be ac- 
Must be-seen to be ap. area call 986-3366). (Atfn- cepted. 
preclated. Reasonable offer Fri)  "THISCALL FORTENDER 
accepted. Phone 635.3637 Employment IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
days, 638.1985 evenings. Opportunities THE CANADA BRITISH 
(Cffn.13-~t~)~ I~IPELINE AND NOR" COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
1975 12x~B Diplomat mobile ' IT~RN JOBS. Earn up to FOREST MANAGEMENT 
home. In excellent cendltlon. $3,000 por month. Learnhew AGREEMENT." 
to secure these and other (A9.13July) 
S!3,000. View at NO, 25 Pine ~,~.o~ M,.,,~o, 
Park Trailer Court or phone Canada. Send long self- ~,c,~,,~..Fo,,,. 
638.1347 after S:30 p.m. (C4. addressed stamped envelope 
for details regarding our  STAND 
13July) services. LMES.P, Box 7810 TENDING 
(Sta A), Edmonton Alberta CONTRACTS 1974 3 bedroom 24x62 Knight ~ 3G6 (Act~n.Fri-25-5-79) 
doublewlde, situated on =/,, 
acre. landscaped lot at Sealed tenders for  the 
Copperslde SubdiVision. Has 'fol lowing stand tending 
vegetab le  garden ,  contract(s) will be received 
greenhouse, smoke house, & by the Regional Manager, 
• shed. Excellent condition. New Hay for sale. Wedeliver Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Please call after S p.m. 635. to Terrace area. Phone 846. Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
3014. (C10-23July) 5334. (C10-13July) shown below. 
Contract ST103F-8-6 JS & 
'Well Kept 1970 12x60 Mobile RF Located Maude Island, 
Home. 10x24 addition, acorn Queen Charlotte Island 
F.P. & Veranda, $10,500.00 Ranger District Number of 
Skirted &. set up in trailer hetares 46.3 Viewing date 
park. Call after 6 p.m. 638. 1977 International 4200,250- July 23rd 1979, leaving 
1072. (C f fn -01-06-79)  ' Detroit. 12513 transmission. Rangers Station 9:00  R .m.  
SSHD rear end, 55000 miles. 'tNO'TE: Viewing of the stand 
Glendale mobile home for 5thwheel sleeper. Aluminum tending site prior to sub- 
sale. 12xM, Must be seen to gravel box. Phone 635.2603. miffing .a tender for this 
benpprRclafed, unfurnished.. (PS.17July) contract Is mandatory. 
10x32'foot acldltlon With 
bedroomaffached, finished. Oeadllne for receipt of 
For appeintment to view tondersls 1:30 p.m. July 30th 
phone 635.7949, 635.9991; 1979. : 
Tenders must be sub- 
(P20-31July) _____  NOTICE TO mlffedon the form and In the 
For sale 1977 12x68 three CI~EDITORS envelopes supplied which, 
bedroom Bendix mobile . with particulars, may be 
home. Skirted and set up In IN THE MATTER OF THE obtained from the Forest 
Timberland Trailer" Court. ESTATE OF MARY Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
Fully~ furnished In colonial JOSEPHE COTE, late of from the Regional Manager, 
style •maple. Small Ioey 4¢12 Park Avenue, In the Ministry of Forests, Prince 
shack. For appointment o District of Terrace, Province Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender  
view phone 635-5886 after 6 of British Columbia. will not necessarily be ac. 
p.m. (CT,20July). Creditors and others having cepted. 
1974 12x68 "Snfeway Bona ctalms against the above "THIS CALL FORTENDER 
Vista 3 bedroom fully fur. estate are required to send IS UNDERTHE TERMS OF 
nlshed mobile homo. For full part iculars of such THE CANADA BRITISH 
appointment o view please claims to the undersigned COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
phone 635.5077. (P10.25July) executors at P.O. Box 60% FOREST MANAGEMENT ~ 
Terrace, Province of British AGREEMENT." 
3 bedroom doublewlde for Columbia, V8G 4B8, on or (A10-20July) 
sets. Located on large treed before September lath, 1979, School District No. 54 
lot, Fireplace, 2 baths, on after which date the estate (Smlthers) Is planning to 
water system. Also largo wll lbedletrlbutedamongthe convert a number of Heeting 
workshop. Phone 63S-4246 for parties entltlod thereto, Systems from oll to gas. 
appointment o view. (C20. having regard only to the Any Firms Interested In 
30July) claims of which they have submitting proposals for this 
_ _  notice, ore asked to contact the  
For Sale: 12xsomobIle home undersigned for  further 
andfull length addition on V= NORBERT EMILE COT.E details. 
acre. 3 bdrms., dining rm., and Proposals and bids will 
L.R. with fireplace. Fruit HECTOR JOHN JOSEPH have to be submlffed no lRter 
frees, berry bushes, garden, COTE, Executors than 4:00 p.m., Friday, 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 CRAMPTONand BROWN, August 3, 1979. 
after S p.m. (stf-tfn) Solicitors 
(A4-10,13,17,20July) School •District No. 54 
(Smlthers) 
1978 14x70 Manco M.H, ' i P .O .  Box 758, 
Unfurnished. set Up & BUYING? I Smlthero, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
sldrted in local trailer park. SELLING? Louis Schlbll, 
Phone ~,~-9738. (Ctfn-28-lS- Use Classifieds Maintenance Supervisor 
,xl) ..... . (A4.11,12,13,16July) 
• OFFERON 
SALVAGE LOGS 
F IR  & CEDAR 
OFFERS: 
Plainly. marked on the an. 
velop.e. "Offer" (~n P.T. No. 
76" will be received by the 
undersigned on a lot basis 
only, up to 2:00 p.m., July 28, 
• 1979 for the. purchase and 
removal of approximately 
2,000 M3. fir logs end ap. 
proximately 2'00. M3 cedar 
logs located 'In South• 
Tweadomulr Provincial 
Park near the area between 
Young Creek Plchlc Site and 
Burnt Bridge Creek, as Is 
and where Is. 
EachSoffor must be ac. 
companled by a certified 
cheque made payable to the 
"Minister of Finance" for 10 
par cent of the bid. If the 
successful bidder sub. 
sequently' withdraws his 
offer, the t0 per cent 
payment will be l iable to 
forelture. 
The highest or any offer will 
not necessarily be accepted, 
but the bearer of a successful 
bid will be required to pay 
the taxes If applicable. 
The Conditions of Sale are: 
(1 )  All selvage logs shall be 
removed from the Provincial 
Park site within 30 days, 
commencing from the date 
of acceptance of offer. (2)  
The site Is to be left clean 
• . FOR SALE  
AND REMOVAL 
AND-OR DEMOLITION • 
1 only, 24x40 double wide 
mobile home located on 
South Hazelton school 
grounds - .  
- 10 years old 
- 2 bedrooms with utility 
room, kitchen, living room 
and dining room 
- complete with oll furnnco & 
plumbing fixtures 
- home on cement ring wall 
- opproxlmafely 900 square 
feet. 
• ring wall to be removed and 
cite left clean clear & level 
within 30 days of acceptance. 
Any bid not necessarily 
accepted. "Bids Close: 12 
noon July 27, 1979. 
Blds to be made In wrltlng 
to: 
School Dlstrlct No. 88 
(Terrace) 
Purchasing Agent 
P .O.  Box 159 
Terrace, Brltlsh Columbia 
V8G 4A7 
(A3-13,18,25July) 
Lend a hand 
Keep Canada 
end tidy to the satisfaction of 
the District Superintendent Beautiful 
horeln named. (3) The , " 
purchaser agrees upon . . . .  
acceptance of his offer and I I "AT  
at all times thereafter well I PROGRESS 
and sufflctently to indemnify ~ PERMANENCE 
the Crown and to keep the I - --DOI:-¢;I;/P:I=--- 
Crown indemnified aga i~ I - .' . . . . . . .  ."~ . 
~,u upenlngs now eXIST for all ,lability, actions, su i t~:  I ~n 'ng~ n° ,wex" ,T ' ° :  
• ' '  . . . .  smart career ml . . , , ,  
"~ branch of a large In. arlslng out of'or relating to . . . . . . .  . ._ 
-- -v "  ~" " -"  '" "~ ~,  . lrernanonal Plrm In mo me remu a, u, , .e ~=. tilt . . . . . .  • ,~ Income Protection Field. /~oproval or equipment TO ne . "n,l, l= . .  : . . . . . .  h .  
used must be obtained from :" '"~ . . . . .  . ,,,,.r,.- . . . . .  
• career op OrTunlty Tar an the District Superintendent, . . . .  P . . . . . . .  .. 
8moITlOU~ person wnv Mr, John Premischook, prior . . . .  . _ 
wishes TO get aneea to  commencement of 
removal of the logs. (5) The 
successful bidder must TOQUALIFY ' 
obtain a timber mark 'cer- 
t i f icate from the Fores t  
Range r at Bella Coola, B.C. 
(6) The successful bidder 
wi l l  assume full i'espon- 
slbl l l ty for stumpage 
payments as outlined In the 
t imber  mark' Certlf, l¢ate 
|referred to. (7) Soalllng ol)d..~ 
~tally fee costs shall be bor~'o '
by tho successful bldder. 
To view or ;for further In- 
formation contact Mr. John 
Premlschook,  D is t r ic t  
Superintendent, Ministry of 
Lands, Parks & Housing, 
Houston, B.C., telephone 845. 
2340. 
/ 
A.W. Chnrlfon, CHAIRMAN 
• Purchasing Commission 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
VSV I"1"8 
(A1-13July) 
• YOU N E ED:' . 
-A positive mental at. 
tlt~de 
.Self confidence and a 
pleasant personality 
-Legal age or over 
-Reliable cot essential 
You must be free to start 
wo~l~':l~'rnedlate y 
PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCE 
UNNECESSARY: 
You will attend a 2 week 
training course expenses 
peld, You can earn 7S 
percent of your Income 
from established ac- 
counts In  the Income 
protection field, Only 
those who sincerely wish 
to get ahead need apply, 
Send resume to: 
Box 58 
Surrey, B.C. 
CHECK SCALER/GRADER 
• Kitimat 
• The log supply department requires a quality control 
scaler. The successful applicant.must possess coastal 
axperlence and a coastal Ilcanee with metric en- 
dorsament. This Is a year round position Involving log 
quality control, taking Inventories, grading saw. logs, 
check scaling and other related duties. 
The RboVe pesltton la Rccompanled by an offractlve 
salary nnd a full ;range of benefits Including dental 
plan. 
Interested personeRre required to submit their resume 
In strict confldencoorcall (~4) 632.6111 Local 252. 
S.B. Fritter 
Industrial Relations Manager 
EUROCAN 
PULP  & PAPER CO.  LTD. 
P.O. Box 1400 
Kltlmat, B.C. 
Vac 2HI 
Canada Mortgage and Soclete Canadlenne 
Housing Corporation D'Hypot'heques et de Logemont 
Prince George Office Bureau de Prince George 
TENDER ADVERTISEMENT 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation . Sealed 
Tenders 
Plainly marked as to content and addressed to the 
undersigned will be received up to 2:00 p.m. Prince 
George, Thursday, July 26, 1979 for site Improvement 
and planting of Terrace Manor, located In the CIty of 
Terrace. 
Plans, specifications and form of tender required can 
be obtained by prime contractors only at the address 
shown below. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
R. Renko 
Manager 
The Permanent Tower 
300.299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2LSB8 
I II I I: I I  I 
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EliBLISH PLACEMENT TEST 
for 
Post-Secondary 
STUDENTS 
Students entering most pest-secondary instltutlo, s In 
B.C. ere now required to write an English P/ncament 
Test. Scores from this test will be uskl to assist In 
assigning students to English courses eperoprlate to 
their needs. 
PLACE; Northwest Community College 
Room 215, Terrace Campus 
T IME:  7 :00  p .m.  
DATE: Tuesday, July 17, 1979 
British cOlUmbia 
Bui ld ings  Corporat ion  
" Inv i ta t ion  to  Tender  
• Project 0398 - Regional Correctional Centre, Prince 
George, B.C. Phase 1. 
SEALED TENDERS are invited for the additions and 
alterations to the existing Regional Correctional Centre 
complex, located in Prince George, B.C. 
TENDERS will be received by British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation at 227S Oulnn Street, Prince George, B.C. on 
or before August 1, 1979 at 1:00 p.m. Tenders available at 
that time will be opened in public at this address. 
Tender documents may be obtained on July 13, 1979 by 
General Contractors only. from the office of the Architect. 
Stuarl C. Rosa, 715 Victoria Avenue, Box 1804, Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 4V7, upon receipt of a refundable 
deposit of $50.00 payable to the Corporation. Except in the 
case of the successful contractor, deposits" will be 
refunded upon satisfactory return of documents within 
one month of tender'closing date. 
Tender documents may be viewed at Amalgamaled 
Construction Association of B.a., 2675 Oak Street, 
Vancouver; Plan Viewing Centre, 3785 Myrtle Slreet, 
Burnaby; Prince Geo.rge ConstructlonAssoclellon,3851 - 
18th Avenue, Prince George; Terrace-KIIImaI Conslruc- 
lion Association, 4931 Kellh Avenue, Terrace B.C. and the 
Conslructlon Association of Vicioda, 1075 Alston Streel, 
Victoria. • 
Bid Depository for subtrades listed in the Instructions to 
Bidders will close on July 27, 1979 at 3:00 p.m. at the 
Construction Association offices in Vancouver and Prince 
George. 
• In'formation regarding bonding is contained in the 
Instructions to Bidders. The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. Enquiries may be directed to 
Project Administration 387-1309; or the Project Manager 
Mr. Bob Brandle 387-5088 n V ctoria or the Arch tect 563- 
0919 in Prince George. 
Foster homes are urgently 
required for mentally handicapped 
ehfldren with multiple health 
problems. Sp~ial maintenance ' 
rates will be paid. 
For further information contact 
63~283 or apply at MiniBtry of 
Human Resources, 4506 Lakelse • 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C 
e 
~ Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Human Resources 
Hun. Grace M. McCarthy 
EUROCAN PULP AND PAPER COMPANY LIMITED has the 
following career opportunltee at the Galls Logging Division 
located 70 miles South Welt of Burns Lake, B.C. 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION FOREMAN 
The successful candldatewill haves thorough knowledge of road 
construction and road metnflmence techniques In e lagging 
q).eratlon producing 180,000 cunlfl per year. Reporting to the 
Divisional I=ngmeer the succeMful applicant will be accountable 
for directing all road construction and road maintenance In e 
two camp operation.. The successful candidate must be familiar 
with the use and operation Of scrapers, cell, backhoes, graders, 
and gravel trucks. In addition the succaufut candidate will be 
responsible for all RW Lagging end related construction pro ects 
such as bridges, log dump and setup e yard. 
QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR 
The successful candidate will have some exberl|mce In Interior 
lugging end will be the holder of a B.C. thterlor Scalars Llcence 
with metric endorsement, Reporting directly to the General 
Foreman his.her rexponllbHltles will Include promotion of 
quality bucking on the Lagging sides, check scaling of samples, 
loads and truck dis'patching. 
ENGINEERING ASSISTANT 
The successful candidate will he s recent University Forestry 
Graduate preferably with Interior woods experltnce In logging 
planning, road location, cuffing block layout, construction 
Inglneerlng, end developmsnt plans• Reporting to the Area 
Engineer the resl~nslbllltles concentrate on carrying out the 
field work necessary for all espectl of Forest Engineering 
associated with a harvest of IS0,000 CUBitS per year.. 
These i~esltlons ere all located I t  the Division's logging 
operation on Ootoa Lake. Family accommodation Is available In 
e rural setting. 
The company Offers an affracflve sterlinG lalery and extensive 
company paid benefits plan end relocation essletanoa. 
interested persons should apply In writing or phone (604) 692. 
3186. 
W.S. Inca 
Divisional R ngleeer 
EUROCAN 
PULP  & PAPER CO.  LTD. 
O4toa L@OInR Dlvlsl(m 
RR No, | 
Bums Like, R.¢. ' 
V0J 1110 
! 
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